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Abstract  

Light-matter Interaction in Deep Sub-wavelength Nano-photonic Structures 

by  

Nitipat Pholchai  

Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Science and Technology 

and the Designated Emphasis in Nanoscale Science and Engineering 

  

University of California, Berkeley  

Professor Xiang Zhang, Chair 

 

This dissertation focuses on the use of deep sub-wavelength(sub-λ) nano-photonic structures to 

enhance radiation of optical emitters. The deep sub-wavelength designs are based on high 

permittivity contrast of materials involving either purely dielectric interfaces or metal. The 

optical properties of metal at infrared and optical frequencies enable optical structures that can 

confine light to dimension smaller than the wavelength. The building blocks of these nano-

photonic system are non-resonant, broadband waveguides with dramatic field confinement in the 

nano-scale low permittivity region. Strong interaction and enhanced radiation leads to efficient 

coupling into the primary optical mode of the structures which improves fluorescence brightness, 

saturation, speed, emission efficiency, single photon fidelity at a single emitter-single photon 

level and holds promise for solid-state lighting, molecular sensing, and quantum information 

processing application.              

The first part of the dissertation explores deep sub-wavelength waveguiding structures as non-

resonant optical component that enhances radiation and collects emitted photon with high fidelity. 

The last part explores the design of small resonator that is constructed from a subwavelength 

waveguide for use as addressing optical emitters. The benefits of non-resonant design are 

highlighted throughout.    
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Understanding the properties of light and how it interacts with matter has been a subject of 
human curiosity for centuries. The advent of light bulbs, radio transmission, lasers, fiber optics 
and finally the internet, which are the product of this understanding, has greatly shaped our 
modern society. With today's growing demands for processing power and communication 
bandwidth comes the need for bridging the computing unit which is made up of electrons in 
transistors with light that is used to transmit information over long distance.  

In the past twenty years, electronic transistors have shrunk in size leading to exponential growth 
in packing density on a computer chip to meet the demand for computing power. Research on 
optoelectronic devices has seen similar trend of miniaturization, as several optical components 
have been fabricated monolithically on the same semiconductor chip to a sophisticated degree of 
integration. However, most optical components are required to have at least a wavelength in size 
in order to be operational. Recent interests in the use of metals to design optical components 
offers a way to designing optics at the sub-wavelength scale[1], [2]. Optical properties of metals 
in the near infrared and visible frequencies enable such technology which is based on a coherent 
oscillation of surface charge density oscillation on a metal surface called surface plasmon 
polariton.  

The burgeoning field of plasmonics not only provides a solution for making compact optical 
devices, but also addresses the fundamental issue of light-matter interaction. Optical radiation 
originates from electronic transitions between quantized energy states in materials, but the 
characteristic length scale of electrons is typically much smaller than the wavelength of light. 
This size mismatch causes most interactions between light and matter to be inherently weak. An 
optical emitter is usually considered as a point dipole which is known in microwave antenna 
theory to be sub-optimal compared to a half-wavelength antenna[3], [4]. Optical components that 
operate at subwavelength regime provides a method to shrink the optical fields to match that of 
electronic wavefunction, thereby enhancing optical interaction. Scaling down the size of optical 
devices to match that of electronics also makes electronics integrates with optics more 
seamlessly. In other words, device miniaturization strengthens intrinsically weak light-matter 
interactions towards faster, more efficient and novel optoelectronic functionalities. 
Miniaturization in optics has led to the development of novel light sources such as low-threshold 
lasers [5–7]and single photon sources [8], [9], improvement in optoelectronic devices [10], and 
molecular sensing [11]. 

Another aspect of miniaturization which is emphasized in this dissertation is planarization of 
optical components. Planarization allows routing light signal on a chip and integrating different 
components into a photonic circuit. Recent research on microdisk resonators[12–14] and 2D 
photonic crystal cavities[15–17] that are integrated with photonic waveguides are examples of 
the potential for device integration which increases functionalities and information processing 
capability. In particular, the use of broadband waveguides which interacts strongly with quantum 
optical emitters provide a promising platform for quantum information processing[18–20] where 
an emitter in such a system serves as a processing node that maps its quantum state into a photon 
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that transmits along the waveguides and carries information from one node to another in the 
network. The research presented in this dissertation involves the design of photonic components 
towards that capability.   

The dissertation begins by introducing the theory of optical interactions between photonic 
structures and emitted radiation in Chapter 2, with a special focus on non-resonant, broadband 
wave-guiding structures as opposed to conventional high quality-factor microcavities. This 
discussion lays out a theoretical framework that will be used repeatedly in later chapters.  

Chapter 3 discusses an experimental study of molecular emission efficiently coupled into deep 
sub-wavelength propagating modes of a hybrid plasmon (HPP) waveguide. A reduction of 
photoluminescence lifetime of ensemble dye molecules in the HPP waveguide is observed and 
provides a probe of dramatic field concentration and its resulting enhanced emission[21].  

Chapter 4, on the other hand, describes an experiment on strong optical interactions at single 
photon and single emitter level based on a low-loss all-dielectric deep sub-wavelength 
waveguide. The method for observing strong interaction and large Purcell enhancement is 
achieved by placing individual quantum dots in the optimal environment with the help of atomic 
force microscope(AFM) manipulation. Central to the experiment is the implementation of a 
particular waveguide design which allows straightforward integration of optical imaging with 
mechanical manipulation. Measurements of single photon dynamics are conducted 
comprehensively therein.   

Chapter 5 explores theoretically the radiation properties and optical confinement in an extreme 
case of the first-order longitudinal mode of a hybrid plasmon cavity, obtained by scaling down 
the lateral dimensions of the hybrid plasmon square cavity to size on the order of the effective 
hybrid plasmon wavelength. Lastly, we conclude the subject and provide future directions in 
Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Background 

At the heart of nano-optics lies the subject of light-matter interaction. Before Purcell's seminal 
paper in 1948 [22], spontaneous emission was considered an intrinsic property of atoms or 
molecules. Since the establishment of the idea that spontaneous emission of an optical emitter 
can be modified by its optical environment, the field of quantum electrodynamics was born and 
had historically led to several technological advancements including novel light sources, such as 
low-threshold lasers[5], [6] and single photon sources[8], [9], [23],  improvement in 
optoelectronic devices[10], and molecular sensing and spectroscopy[11]. Modification of 
radiation behavior by the Purcell effect allows one to tailor emission properties such as the decay 
rate, amplification rate, radiation angle, and purity and fidelity of the emitted optical fields. 
Spontaneous emission is an important fundamental process relevant to many other optical 
processes such as optical absorption and stimulated emission, as manifest, for example, in the 
Einstein relation. The scope of this chapter is to discuss optical interactions between photonic 
nanostructures and emitted radiation and to lay out a theoretical framework that will be used 
repeatedly in later chapters. 

Traditionally, Purcell enhancement effect is achieved by placing an emitter with narrow emission 
line-width inside an optical resonator with size of the order of the light wavelength, in which the 
electromagnetic field is confined three-dimensionally[13], [16], [24–27]. As a consequence, the 
mode spectrum become discretized, and the amplitude of the vacuum field fluctuation, which 
causes the spontaneous emission, can be significantly modified. The expression for resonant 
Purcell factor �� gives an enhancement of emission decay rate in a optical cavity in comparison 
to the homogeneous medium. 

 �� = 34�� �	
�� ����  
 

2.1.  

where  is the quality-factor, ���� is the effective mode volume of the cavity, 
 is refractive 
index of the embedding medium of the emitter (considered to be an electric dipole transition) and 	 is free-space emission wavelength.      

The decay rate of the emitter inside the cavity depends on exact spatial position of the emitter 
relative to electric field maximum, emission wavelength with respect to the cavity resonant 
wavelength, and the dipole orientation with respect to the field polarization of the optical mode. 
All of these can affect the measured decay rate � to deviate from the expression for �� above. In 
other words, one could also redefine Purcell effect to depend on emitter position ��� , polarization �̂, and frequency �. [28] 

 ��� = �� ������������
������ !�" Δ	$ cos� (4�	� − 	$�� + Δ	$� 

 

2.2.  
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where 	� is emission wavelength, 	$ is resonance wavelength and Δ	$ is the linewidth of the 
cavity, cos ( is the dipole orientation factor where the angle is subtended between the dipole and 
the electric field at emitter position.  

The two important features that gives rise to Purcell enhancement as contained in the expression 
for �� are : 

1. Long interaction time between emitter and photon 

The quality factor of an optical cavity  is the ratio of stored electromagnetic energy in the 
cavity per cycle to dissipated power. Large quality factor which yields the Purcell enhancement 
results in a photon emitted from the emitter to be reflected at the cavity mirror and to interact 
with the emitter several times before eventually leaking out of the cavity.     

2. Small effective mode volume  

A large Purcell enhancement requires effective mode volume ���� at least as small as the cubic 

wavelength +,-.�
. Firstly, a small enough cavity ensures that the free spectral range (FSR) 

between the longitudinal modes are large enough for the emitter to selectively interact with 
particular optical modes.  Further reduction of effective mode to sub-wavelength (sub-λ) size is 
equivalent to achieving confinement of vacuum field. 

These two features in the standard �� formula intuitively provides the basic ingredients for 
designing nanophotonic structures, namely slow light and sub-	 field confinement. The rest of 
this chapter discuss in details the ways in which these two aspects are realized.  

One major trend in optoelectronics device is miniaturization. Miniaturization mitigates the trade-
off between speed/bandwidth vs. size by relaxing the Q-factor requirement and tuning of the 
cavity resonance to match that of the active material[29]. Typically one designs a microcavity or 
a photonic crystal cavity for largest possible Q-factor within the intended bandwidth of operation 
while keeping the cavity size as close to the cubic wavelength.  

In the following sections, we discuss the use of semi-classical theory to derive broadband Purcell 
factor in a two-dimensional waveguide (confined in one transverse dimension to the propagation 
axis) and a one-dimensional continuum (confined in two transverse dimensions to the 
propagation wave-vector). The semi-classical derivation here follows closely that in references 
[30–32]. The significance of strong optical interaction in a 1D continuum are then highlighted. In 
section 2.2 exact classical analytic theory of spontaneous emission in 2D structures [33], [34] are 
explored as a special case and will be used to validate the quantum semi-classical approach in 
section 2.1. The analytic theory yields a comprehensive picture of several decay channels 
involved in plasmonic structures that is otherwise not fully captured by semiclassical theory. The 
peculiarity of surface plasmon polariton and other related photonic modes are also highlighted 
therein. Finally, section 2.3 describes the use of numerical techniques based on finite-element 
methods to calculate dipole emission in general geometries.         

2.1. Broadband Purcell enhancement of spontaneous 

emission 
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According to quantum semi-classical theory, spontaneous emission is caused by fluctuations of 
vacuum electromagnetic field. The photonic environment can be altered by modifying the 
density of optical modes, to which the electronic transitions of the emitter can couple, and/or by 
modifying the amplitude of the vacuum field at the emitter location. The decay rate � of an 
electric dipole /� at a position ��� into optical fields with density of state 0��� can be described by 
Fermi's golden rule. 

 �����; �� = 2�|4����; ��|�0��� 2.3.  

4 is the coupling strength between the electric dipole and the electromagnetic field at the dipole 

location. Consider an optical mode characterized by a wave-vector and polarization (5�6, �̂�.  

 �48�6 ,9: ����; ���� = ;/�. ���= $�����ℏ ;� ≅  � /�2ℏ@�@ ���� 2.4.  

In the last identity, we ignore the factor due to the orientation of the dipole with respect to the 
electric field polarization and have defined a effective mode volume ���� by normalizing the 
electromagnetic energy of the mode to that of the vacuum field. 

 ℏ�2 = @�@|���= $�����|����� =  A B������ C��� 

 

2.5.  

B������ = B����� + B����� = D� @� E�FG�H���EF |�������|� + D� I�I����|J�������|� is the electromagnetic 

energy density 

From this point, we may further set |���= $�����|� → |���= $|�� ! for a position-independent value 

of ���� 

Optical density of states of a cavity 0��� is obtained by counting the number of modes in the 
wave-vector space.  

 For a one-dimensional waveguide, we obtain [30], [32] 

 0DL = ℓ�NO 

 

2.6.  

 �DL = 34� PQ/
NO S +	 
T .�
U���  

 

2.7.  

The effective mode area  is now integrated over two-dimensional cross-section of the waveguide, 

according to ���� = ℓU�������� = ℓ V WXY�H��EZH�G[G|\���H�[�|Z  

For two-dimensional waveguide [30], [35] 
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 0�L = ℓ�4� P �N]NOS  
 

2.8.  

 ��L = 34 PQ 
⁄N] S PQ 
⁄NO S _ 	 
T`���a 
2.9.  

The effective mode length is now integrated over one transverse dimension of the slab according 

to ���� = ℓ�`����b�� = ℓZ V WXY�!�E!G[G|\���![�|Z  

These semi-classical expressions for nonresonant Purcell factor in 1D and 2D waveguides prove 
to be useful to aid intuition for designing guided photonic structure. 

Traditionally, the design of optical cavities for enhanced interaction is concerned with reduction 
of optical loss whether it be due to finite reflectivity at the mirrors, surface roughness scattering 
or absorption in the materials and the goal was maintain as high Q-factor as possible. However, 
according to the expressions (2.7) and (2.9) derived semi-classically above, the bandwidth of the 
optical mode does not appear explicitly in the expressions and we are left with waveguides 
which are intrinsically broadband. Nevertheless, a similar feature with regard to the time of the 
optical mode arises as (2.7) and (2.9) reveal that we need a slow guided mode--with group 
velocity NO and/or phase velocity N] slower than the speed of light in the embedding medium Q/
. Moreover, the confinement requirement--that the transverse dimension of the mode must be 
effectively smaller than the wavelength 	/
, i.e. a sub-diffraction-limited optical mode, is ever 
more important to order to achieve Purcell enhancement.  

Dispersion engineering in photonic crystal waveguide can provide slow guided mode [36], [37] 
in a diffraction-limited mode area, as the periodicity of a photonic crystal unit cell is on the order 
of the wavelength. On the contrary, it is rather difficult to confine optical field inside a simple 
dielectric slab waveguide by simply shrinking the slab thickness. Once the thickness approach 	/
 a significant fraction of electromagnetic field remains outside the slab as evanescent field so 
that the mode area is not reduced further.  

Surface plasmon polaritons which are coherent electron density waves on a metal-dielectric 
interface exhibit an area scaling behavior. As demonstrated in its dispersion relation in Figure 2.1, 
the propagation wave vector is larger than the free-space wave vector and approaches a large 

value near �c�� = Fd√� .  
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Figure 2.1. Waveguide dispersion relation for a single surface SPP and an MDM 2D 

waveguide. Schematics of the  waveguide structures and their corresponding transverse-
magnetic(TM) mode profile Jf are shown in Insets. The dispersion relation for single 

surface SPP is gc�� = F$  h GY�F�GiGY�F�jGi with `��� ∼ 1 mfT = DhnoppZqGi�F $⁄ �Z = where @r is 

the dielectric constant of the dielectric half-space (taken to be air, @r = 1) and @���� is 
the metal dielectric constant, in this case Ag. The dispersion behavior can be separated 
into a light-like region (characterized by small wave-number gc�� that has similar slope 
as free-space dispersion (the light line)) and surface-plasmon-like-region (characterized 
by large wave-vector gc�� → ∞). The phase velocity N] = �/gc�� and group velocity NO = C�/Cgc�� is slower than those of free space in the surface-plasmon-like region and 
asymptotically approach zero at large propagation wave-vector.  Moreover, `��� 
decreases monotonically as the propagation wave-vector gets larger. The range of strong 
field confinement and slow photon velocity is therefore limited to the frequency 
bandwidth in the surface-plasmon like regime near the surface plasmon resonance in this 
case.  

Metal-dielectric-metal waveguide considered here has a dielectric gap ℎ =  15 
v. Its 
dispersion relation (calculated by method given in 2.2) reveals that both N] and NO are 
advantageous over single surface SPP in terms of Purcell enhancement as they are both slower 
than a single SPP, even in the regime of small propagation wave-vector. More importantly the 
effective mode length of MDM slab waveguide `��� ∼ ℎ (approximately the gap width) 
regardless of the wavelength. By virtue of the quantum semi-classical approach, non-resonant 
Purcell enhancement in these structures could be understood intuitively simply from the 
dispersion relation. 

Implication of strong interaction in a 1D continuum. 
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The one-dimensional waveguide has a special property that its spatial spectrum contains only 
collinear forward and backward propagating modes so that when the 1D continuum is loaded 
with emitters along the waveguide, light emitted from one emitter can propagate to and interact 
with other emitters down the line. The impressive ability to enhance the emission and extraction 
of photons with high fidelity makes the waveguide an appealing platform for applications in 
quantum information[18], [19]. Several implementations have been proposed in literatures 
including an optically addressable photon register which allows storage and retrieval of a photon 
into and out of a specific quantum emitter loaded down a waveguide that serves as a bus[32], a 
quantum memory in which the atomic state of the emitter can be efficiently mapped onto the  
photon  state using  classical  control  pulse with high fidelity[19], [32] and single photon 
switches and transistors[38–41]. Long-range coupling of single emitters along the waveguide can 
also induce novel entanglement schemes  [42].  

 Classical electrodynamics expression for non-resonant 

Purcell effect in a waveguide 

While the quantum semi-classical expressions discussed above are useful for understanding the 
role of phase velocity, group velocity and mode confinement in the Purcell factor, we have 
assumed in the definition of effective mode volume (5.2) that the structure is made wholly of 
non-dispersive media such that the total electromagnetic energy of the mode is split equally 
between electric and magnetic energy. For a propagating mode in structures containing 
dispersive medium such as metal, this assumption is far from accurate and call for a more 
appropriate formula and re-interpretation of basic results above. Power radiated from an electric 
dipole in a waveguide could be derived entirely classically by the modal expansion method [43]. 
Alternatively, we present here the semi-classical argument to arrive at the same result as classical 
theory. The only difference from the semi-classical approach in previous section is that here we 
quantize the power flux of the propagating mode instead of the energy density of a stationary 
field in order to take into account the imbalance between electrical and magnetic energy which is 
inherent to plasmonic waveguides. The final result of this derivation highlights the importance of 
energy velocity rather than the group velocity.           

The electromagnetic field of the mode is normalized to vacuum fluctuation by a normalizing 

factor  w so that |���= $�����|� = |w��������|� 

 ℏ�2Q = |w|� A 12Q� xy +������� × J���∗����. C���
= |w|� A |f�b, }�2Q� CbC} ℓ 

2.10. 

|f/Q� is Abraham’s pure electromagnetic momentum density [44] of the optical mode. DD� = ℓ

π �  
is the one-dimensional density of states of pure photonic field and ℓ is arbitrary quantization 
length along the waveguide. The effective mode area and effective mode volume may therefore 
be defined as  V�������� = ℓ A����b�, }��. 

We obtain the final expression for the Purcell factor in a one-dimensional continuum 
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 �DL�b�, }��  = 3	�8�  Q@� �����b�, }����
 V |f CU =  34� Q/
N\  	� U����b�, }��    

 

2.11. 

where the coupling rate to the guided mode γ is normalized to the emission rate γ� in an 

embedding host medium of index n =  √ϵ. |f is obtained from modal Poynting vector along the 
propagation direction. 

In the final equality of (2.11) we have written the Purcell factor in terms of energy density B�� 
and energy velocity N\  defined using the relationship 

A |f���� CU = N\ A B������ CU 

We also have defined the effective mode area U���$ �b�, }�� = V WXY  E� �[ Z �\���![,�[��Z , where superscript c 

denotes a classical formula. 

We interpret the Purcell effect for a waveguide mode as arising from mode area reduction due to 
a combined effect of strong electrical energy concentration (the denominator of equation 2.11) 
and a slowdown of the energy transfer (power flux) in the HPP waveguide mode (the numerator 
of  equation 2.11).  

2.2. Analytic theory of spontaneous emission in a 2D slab 

geometry 

The general expression for the spontaneous emission of a dipole in a slab junction (geometry 
shown in diagram below) can be obtained by considering the work done on the electric dipole / 
(represented by ED in diagram) at position C� from the top interface and Cr from the bottom 
interface, by its own reflected field [33].  
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 �� =  �/��  =   32 xy A C��
� ����D �/�// �� ��1 + ��]y����E���1 + �r]y����Ei��1 − ��]�r]y������ �

+ 12 ��D @D�/∥// �� ��1 + ���y����E���1 + �r�y����Ei��1 − ����r�y������ �
+ 12 ��D�/∥// �� ��1 − ��]y����E���1 − �r]y����Ei��1 − ��]�r]y������ �� 

 2.12. 
 

The expression is written in the form of an integral over the parallel wave vector along the slab 
junction (i.e. propagation wave vector g). We have normalized the parallel wave-vector 

component 5! which is continuous across the multilayers  as � = 8�8 = n8 to the free space wave 

vector 5. The transverse wave vector 5f in each medium � of permittivity �  are given by �  = 8¡,¢8 = @  − ��. The top interface has reflectivity ��� and ��] obtained from Fresnel reflection 

formula, where the superscript (s,p) signifies (TE,TM) polarization respectively (see Appendix 
A). Likewise for bottom interface. The electric dipole (ED) has a dipole moment / with in-plane 
component /∥ and perpendicular component /∥. 

The first and third terms in (2.12) contain poles, written in the form g = 5!  =  5��, which are 
TM-modes of the slab juntion, whereas the poles of the second term are TE-modes.  This 
expression for radiated power shows that the vertical component of the dipole only interacts with 
the TM-modes (the first term) whereas the parallel component interacts with both TE and TM 
modes. 
The usefulness of the expression above comes from the fact that: 

1. The form of the expression � = V E�E8� C5!  resolves dissipated power of the dipole into an 

angular spectrum (or parallel wave vector) which easily translates into contributions of the 
optical modes inside the slab junction that interact with the dipole.  

2. The details of the cladding media are represented as the reflectivity response �� and �] which 
can easily be generalized to any 2D stacked multilayer system using Fresnel reflection formula 
and transmission line theory (Appendix A). The formula is general enough to be used for 
infinitely long 2D waveguide structures under consideration in section 2.3. The residue function 

of the form | DDqH�Hi �Z£¤�¥ | has maxima at its poles and can be used to study modal structures, as 

in Figure 2.1 for example.      

For the deep sub-λ confined modes considered so far in Fig. 2.1 (single SPP and MDM 
waveguide), the electric field inside the gap is primarily directed normal to the metal surfaces, 
we expect therefore that only a dipole oscillating normal to the metal surfaces will strongly 
couple to these transverse magnetic(TM) modes. 

 �� = �/��  =  32 xy A C��
� ����D ��1 + ��]y����E���1 + �r]y����Ei��1 − ��]�r]y������ �� 

2.13. 
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For vertical dipole above a single metal surface. The above expression can be reduced, simply by 
setting ��  =  0, to 

 ��� = 32 xy A C��
� ����D �1 + �]�y����E� 2.14. 

where �] is the TM-wave reflectivity of the metal surface, and C is distance to the metal surface  

To illustrate the effect of metal on dipole radiation, Figure 2.2 plots the angular spectrum density 

of the decay rate for a vertical dipole at a distance C = �� =7.5 nm over a silver surface at 	 = 640 nm. The component from u = 0 to u = 1 represents emission into free-space. The narrow 

peak at ����  = 8§dd8 = h GY�F�GiGY�F�jGi  represents coupling of emission to single SPP. The 

contribution of single SPP to the total decay rate (Purcell factor) may be calculated by expansion 

of �] in the vicinity of this pole: �]�� ≈ �c��� = 2 GYGiGiZqGYZ + ©opp©q©opp. [33] and using Cauchy's 

residue theorem to evaluate the integral. Note that no loss in the metal is required for this process 
to occur and powered dissipated through this channel propagates as surface wave on the metal 
surface. In addition, when the dipole is very close to the metal surface (C < 12 nm) , a broad 
peak at large wave-vector region appears which we attribute to lossy surface waves(LSW)  Ford-
1984, Chance-1978]. These are evanescent waves in metal which are excited by the near-field of 

the dipole emitter and is estimated to be proprotional to 
DE« using quasistatic approximation � =  ¬� and local dielectric model �] = �GiqGY��GYjGi�. Due to its extremely large bandwidth and 

strong dependence on Ohmic loss of the metal, dissipation through this channel is considered as 
quenching of dipole radiation [33]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Several contributions of dissipation revealed by angular spectrum 

density of the decay rate. A vertical dipole is at a distance C = �� = 7.5 nm over a silver 

surface and emitting at 	 = 640 nm. The component from u = 0 to u = 1 represents 
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emission into free-space. The narrow peak at ����  = 8§dd8 = h GY�F�GiGY�F�jGi  represents 

coupling of dipole emission to single SPP which is a propagating surface wave. The 
contribution of single SPP to the total decay rate (Purcell factor) may be done by 

expansion of �] in the vicinity of this pole: �]�� ≈ �c��� = 2 GYGiGiZqGYZ + ©opp©q©opp. [33] and 

using Cauchy's residue theorem to evaluate the integral. Note that no loss in the metal is 
required for this process to occur. In addition, when the dipole is near the metal surface, a 
broad spectrum at large wave-vector region appears which we attribute to lossy surface 
waves(LSW). These are evanescent waves in metal which are excited by the near-field of 
the dipole emitter and then dissipate as heat. The decay rate due to LSW is estimated to 

be proprotional to 
DE« [33] using quasistatic approximation � =  ¬� and local dielectric 

model �] = �GiqGY��GYjGi�. 
Now, we are interested in the bandwidth property of Purcell enhancement effect. Figure 2.3 
shows the dependence of �� with the emission wavelength for vertical dipole over a metal 
surface and inside a metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) slab junction waveguide. Schematics of the 
waveguide structures are shown in the inset of Fig. 2.3. Consistent with earlier discussion about 
the dispersion relation of single SPP and MDM waveguide in Figure 2.1, large Purcell 
enhancement on single metal surface arises as the vertical dipole interacts strongly with the SPP 
mode in a narrow bandwidth near the SPP resonance where the mode is most localized and has 
the lowest group velocity. The MDM waveguide, on the other hand, exhibits large Purcell factor 
even at low frequency (long wavelength) due to strong mode confinement at the order of the gap 
size which is much smaller than the free space wavelength. The Purcell effect in this regime can 
therefore be said to be non-resonant. The graph also has similar resonant peak near SPP 
resonance as that of single SPP. Moreover, at frequencies well below the SPP resonance, the 
guided MDM mode has lower propagation loss so that strong optical interaction which excites 
the mode at these frequencies can be guided over long distances.  
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Figure 2.3. Broadband, non-resonant Purcell effect. Purcell effect of a vertical dipole 
emitter at a distance ℎ/2 over metallic half-space, at midgap inside a MDM junction 
waveguide ℎ =15 nm as a function of free-space wavelength. Schematics of the setup are 
shown in the Insets (metallic half-space and MDM junction waveguide). The metal is 
assumed to be Ag with Drude model dielectric function that is fitted to data from 
literature [45]. Consistent with earlier discussion about the dispersion relation of single 
SPP and MDM waveguide in Figure 2.1, large Purcell enhancement on single metal 
surface arises as the verticle dipole interacts well the SPP mode in a narrow bandwidth 
near the SPP resonance where the mode is most localized and has the lowest group 
velocity. The MDM waveguide, on the other hand exhibits large Purcell factor even at 
low frequency (long wavelength) due to strong mode confinement at the order of the gap 
size compared to the free space wavelength. It also has similar resonant peak near SPP 
resonance as that of single SPP. Moreover, at frequencies well below the SPP resonance, 
the guided MDM mode has lower propagation loss so that strong optical interaction 
which excites the mode at these frequencies can be guided over long distances.  

2.3. Hybrid plasmon waveguide, Dielectric slot waveguide, 

and Slot-PEC (dielectric half-slot) waveguide   

The Purcell factor formula for the junction waveguide (2.13) is used to study the optical 
interaction of an electric dipole transition in three related sub-λ waveguide structures. A hybrid 
plasmon polariton waveguide (HPP) is made of a slab of high refractive index dielectric material 
of thickness C, placed at a small distance above a plasmonic metal half-space with a gap region 
of thickness ℎ. The photonic mode in the dielectric slab hybridizes with the surface plasmon to 
form a highly confined guided mode with long propagation length [46–48]. High index contrast 
across the narrow gap region ensures that dielectric discontinuity produces a large normal 
electric field in the low index gap region, much like electric fields inside a capacitor. The HPP 
mode is transverse-magnetic (TM) and is dominated by vertical electric field component so it 
will interact mainly with a vertical electric dipole. 

The calculated residue function from the angular spectrum of radiated power from the dipole 
shows modal structure of hybrid plasmon waveguide as in Figure 2.4. For most gap sizes, the 
effective index of the hybrid plasmon mode lies between the refractive index of the dielectric and 
the single SPP (air/Ag interface). As the gap size decreases the mode shifts away from the 
dielectric slab mode to higher values of effective index as a result of the increasing degree of 
hybridization with the surface plasmon and subsequent shrinking of the effective cross-section of 
the mode. For extremely small gap size h < 2 nm, the HPP effective index shifts entirely to a 
value above the index of the dielectric (
c�) and approaches that of single SPP on Si/Ag interface 
and becomes significantly more lossy as evident in the linewidth broadening. 
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Figure 2.4. HPP modes for varying gap thickness h and Si slab thickness d. The 
horizontal axis is the effective index of the mode. In this calculation, the wavelength is 
assumed to be 	 = 620 nm, so that the permittivity of Ag, @� = −19 + 0.5i [45]. This 
density plot is calculated from the residue function. For most gap size, the effective index 
of the hybrid plasmon mode lies between the refractive index of the dielectric 
c� and the 
effective index of single SPP (air/Ag interface). As the gap size decreases the mode shifts 
to higher value of effective index as a result of the increasing degree of hybridization 
with the surface plasmon and subsequent shrinking of the effective cross-section of the 
mode. For extremely small gap size h < 2 nm, the HPP effective index shifts entirely to a 
value above the index of the dielectric (
c�) and approaches that of single SPP on Si/Ag 
interface.  

A typical angular spectrum density of the decay rate for HPP waveguide possesses multiple 
decay channels, characteristic to plasmonic-based waveguides similar to single SPP in the 
previous section. In this case, there appears poles corresponding to coupling to hybrid plasmon 
modes and lossy surface wave. At large enough slab thickness C > 100 
v, the waveguide 
supports higher order transverse modes and more than one hybrid plasmon mode appears. The 
contribution of free-space radiation, single SPP, lossy surface waves and different hybrid 
plasmon (HPP) modes are separated in wave vector space � in similar way. The result is shown 
in Figure 2.5 
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Figure 2.5. Different modal contributions to the Purcell factor of HPP slab 

waveguide, including metal quenching (LSW). First-order HPP mode (TM0) and 
higher order HPP modes (TM1 and TM2), which appear as slab thickness C increases, are 
shown as green solid line. The gap thickness ℎ is fixed at 10 nm in this calculation. 
Nonradiative metal quenching or lossy surface wave (LSW) is a constant red, dashed line 
since it depends on the distance of the emitter to the metal surface only. Free space 
emission is not plotted in the graph. The sum of all contributions gives the total Purcell 
factor (black solid line) which approaches a constant value even at large slab thickness 
where the dipole emitter interacts with multiple transverse HPP modes.  

 

Non-radiative decay into LSW or quenching by metal is merely a function of distance from the 
emitter to the metal. At larger Si slab thickness C where the waveguide also supports higher-
order transverse HPP modes (TM1 and TM2), the modal Purcell effect for these higher order 
modes are quite considerable due to the fact that the field is still concentrated inside the gap 
region. More interestingly, total Purcell factor does not drop as one scales up the slab thickness C, 
as each higher-order transverse guided mode takes part in coupling radiation from the dipole in 
place of the lower-order one. The total Purcell factor remains high even in the limit of infinite 
dielectric medium above the air gap, in which case no discrete guided mode exists but a 
continuum of leaky modes with evanescent field confinement in the gap region.      

We investigate related waveguide structures, namely dielectric slot waveguide [30], [49] made of 
two identical slabs of high refractive index dielectric material separated by a small gap 2ℎ. Field 
enhancement in the gap occurs due to high refractive index contrast in much the same way as the 
hybrid plasmon waveguide. As another model system, we replace the plasmonic metal with a 
perfect electric conductor (PEC) mirror with @� = −∞ so that reflectivity of the air-PEC 
interface is unity. This waveguide is equivalent to a half-slot where the mode profile is the same 
as that of the symmetric mode of the slot waveguide but the region in which the electromagnetic 
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field exist is only half of the gap thickness of the slot. The resulting Purcell factor calculated in 
this half-slot configuration consistently doubles from the value of the dielectric slot waveguide 
previously, as a result of halving the effective modal cross-section. However, it is still much less 
than in hybrid plasmon waveguide despite having the very similar structure. An explanation lies 
in an imbalance of electric and magnetic energy in the hybrid waveguide as compared to the 
half-slot waveguide. The dispersion of metal near the visible wavelength region which supports 
surface plasmon polariton slows down the propagating wave because the energy is stored 
preferentially in the oscillation of electric charge. Moreover, when the propagating wave 
contains more electric energy than magnetic energy, the vacuum electric field is also enhanced 
greatly and interacts with the dipole emitter much more strongly than a pure dielectric guided 
mode of equivalent geometry.  

 

Figure 2.6. Comparison among related sub-λλλλ 2D waveguide structures. 

2.4. Purcell effect simulation using finite element method 

The analytical method was useful in describing the multiple decay channels and understanding 
the basic features of spontaneous emission in plasmonic waveguides.  For more general 
geometry, numerical electromagnetic simulation based on finite-element method (FEM) can be 
used to study optical interaction. In the following, the two methods used in this dissertation are 
introduced. 

1. Eigenmode simulation for modal Purcell effect. The expression for Purcell factor in 1D and 
2D waveguide obtained in section 2.1. can be related to the field distribution solved by an 
eigenmode solver. The dependence of dipole location and orientation could be studied in simple 
terms. In a configuration that supports highly confined modes and the dipole is placed near the 
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field maximum and aligned with the mode polarization, the modal Purcell factor calculated in 
this way have a large contribution in the total Purcell factor. 

When calculated �� is less than unity, the dipole does not interact strongly with the waveguide 
mode and may couple to other decay channels available in the system, for example, free-space 
radiation, single surface SPP, and lossy surface wave. This suggests the limitation of the 
eigenmode solution method that it does not necessarily capture all the possible decay channels 
that occur in an experiment.   

2. Steady-state harmonic propagation formulation where one models the emitter as a small 
nanometric-size dipole with finite current or a point electric dipole with a finite dipole moment 
located in an electromagnetic environment of interest. The total Purcell factor which includes all 
possible decay channels are obtained by comparing the power dissipated by the dipole in the 

structure to that in free-space ��  = ��[.  

An infinite structure such as a waveguide without termination can be implemented by creating a 
perfectly matched layer (PML) around the simulation domain, with the end of the waveguide 
impinging into the PML to minimize backward reflection. The Purcell factor found in this way is 
highly consistent with that obtained with eigenmode solution. The radiated field follows the 
mode profile of the waveguide when the dipole emits strongly into the waveguide mode. The 
added benefit in the full-field finite-element method simulation is that the effect of sub-optimal 
dipole orientation and its coupling to parasitic decay channels can be studied.    

The power dissipated as Ohmic loss in lossy materials and excitation of lossy surface wave can 
be calculated directly from the results of simulations by integrating resistive heating over the 

domain of the lossy material �°±�� = V +D� � ²v³ℰ����µ������. C�.  However, this formula also 

includes the modal propagation loss which should be treated separately, rather as radiative 
coupling into the waveguide mode. This means radiative dissipation into propagating waves �H E = ��±E� + �c��  + ��H�� tends to be underestimated, depending on the length of waveguide 

domain, whereas �°±�� is overestimated. Nevertheless, the total Purcell factor �� = �¶·§§j�¸¹º�[  is 

unaffected and is rather accurate.        

Validity of the finite-element method simulation of the Purcell effect is checked against the 
analytical method described in section 2.2 for a vertical dipole situated at a distance C over an 
Ag surface. Comparison between FEM and analytical results reveal excellent agreement as 
shown in Figure 2.7. The emission wavelength is assumed to be 	 = 640 nm with the value of 
Ag permittivity according to Ref.[45] It appears that the contribution of lossy surface wave 
(LSW) are captured well in the finite-element harmonic propagation simulation, even if, 
according to analytic theory described in section 2.2, the very large and broad bandwidth wave 
vector associated with this dissipation process involves nanometric length scale (mode index of 
order 100-1000). The reason for this agreement is that LSW are excited and is restricted right in 
the vicinity of the dipole emitter where the finite-element mesh size remains of the order of the 
dipole size itself and has yet to grow (typical mesh size is ~ 1 nm). The simulation method is 
therefore quite efficient and sufficient to accurately capture LSW or metal quenching.     
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Figure 2.7. Validity of finite-element method simulation. The plot shows Purcell effect 
of a vertical dipole situated at a distance C over an Ag surface. Comparison between the 
result of FEM (blue and red circles) and analytical method (black line, red cross) 
described in section 2.2 reveals excellent agreement. The emission wavelength is 
assumed to be 	 = 640 nm with the value of Ag permittivity according to Ref.[45]. 

As for the problem of distinguishing the contributions of non-radiative (loss) and radiative 
dissipation in the finite-element method simulation described above, a solution is found by doing 
a separate simulation where Ohmic loss in absorptive materials in the system is neglected. The 
calculated total Purcell factor �� in this lossless configuration yields purely radiative 
contribution �H E = �H E/��. Radiative Purcell factor from FEM simulation obtained in this 
manner (red empty circles) is also shown in Figure 2.7 and agrees well with that obtained by 
singling out loss from the angular spectrum of the analytical formula in section 2.2 (red cross).  

Purcell factor simulation with FEM can be combined with modal Purcell factor to obtain 

waveguide coupling factor g = »Y·ºX»p . It is also useful for simulating general three-dimensional 

structures including terminated waveguides and cavity. Moreover, it yields further information 
about emitted near-fields, and far-field radiation pattern which can be obtained via the built-in 
Stratton-Chu transformation formula, provided that the structure is enclosed in a uniform 
homogeneous medium. This could be used to study where the radiation goes and to estimate the 
photon extraction efficiency. The method is used to validate experimental results in Chapter 3 
and 4. 
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Figure 2.8. An example of simulated radiated field of a vertical electric dipole 

emitting from midgap of a one-dimensional HPP waveguide. The geometrical and 
material configuration shown in Left panel. (nanowire diameter = 200 nm, gap = 20 nm, 	 = 640 nm, and electric dipole at mid-gap marked as ED) By symmetry of the problem, 
the cut planes shown here are set as perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) which reduces the 
simulation domain to a quarter of the full domain. (Right panel) Electric field profile of 
the vertical field component (�f) showing field characteristics reminiscent of different 
decay channels expected in this geometry. Free-space radiation, single SPP on metal 
surface, HPP guided mode and quenching are marked in the figure. 

2.5. Summary 

In this chapter, we have derived semi-classically the conditions for an optical 1D and 2D 
continuum to enhance dipole radiation, namely slow guided wave and sub-wavelength field 
confinement. We analyzed the way in which a electric dipole emitter near a metal surface can 
emits rapidly into a surface guided mode (surface plasmon polariton) but strong effect only 
occurs at frequency near the surface plasmon resonance of the metal-dielectric interface. We 
focused on the hybrid plasmon (HPP) geometry which non-resonantly enhances dipole radiation 
by virtue of confinement in its low permittivity gap region that is geometrically tunable. 
Hybridization of a dielectric slab mode with the surface plasmon allows such degree of tunable 
confinement. In addition, the multimodal nature of dissipation of the dipole emitter in HPP 
geometry is discussed, including the role of non-radiative quenching due to Ohmic loss in the 
metal. Related designs using high-permittivity-contrast dielectrics (dielectric slot waveguide) are 
also presented as an alternative. The 2D hybrid plasmon and dielectric slot waveguide 
geometries provide the basis for the 1D waveguides and resonators which are studied in details 
in chapter 3, 4 and 5. 

On the theoretical side, exact analytical theory provides a basic understanding of several 
mechanisms for spontaneous emission in the presence of dielectric metallic interface: free space 
radiation, specific optical modes, surface plasmon mode, and metal quenching. On the other 
hand, the simplicity of semi-classical theory allows one to relate a calculated optical mode to its 
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modal Purcell factor which is useful for designing a deep sub-wavelength waveguide. Numerical 
methods for calculating Purcell effect in a general 3D structure (whether it be a true one-
dimensional waveguide or a cavity) are also developed. This information, in combination with 
modal Purcell factor and basic knowledge of different decay channels, provides a comprehensive 
theoretical picture for understanding emission in deep sub-wavelength nanophotonic structure 
and aids in device design. 
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Chapter 3 
Hybrid Plasmon Waveguide: an 
experimental probe of deep sub-wavelength 
optical interaction by molecular 
fluorescence  

Enhancement of spontaneous emission rate [22] has enabled efficient light-emitting 
devices and single photon sources [8], [9], [23], reductions in laser thresholds [5]and high 
sensitivity resonator sensors [50]. Device miniaturization also strengthens intrinsically weak 
light-matter interactions towards faster, more efficient and novel optoelectronic functionalities. 
The analysis in chapter 2 suggests that a class of deep sub-λ guided optical modes including 
surface plasmon and/or high refractive-index contrast system can enhance optical interaction up 
to several order of magnitude without the stringent bandwidth limitation of a cavity. In addition, 
they contain strongly confined region which can scale down to the electronic length scale.  

To implement such a scheme experimentally is, however, quite challenging since scaling 
down the optical mode makes it more difficult to overlap the optical emitters to the optical mode 
perfectly. Probing confined optical mode in the low index gap region of these waveguides 
require nanometric scale emitters embedded in low permittivity medium, with high homogeneity 
of their intrinsic emission lifetime to isolate the dependence of emitter's position and orientation 
in the measurement. Dye molecules at controllable concentration in a low index polymer film 
turned out to be a good choice for an ensemble measurement in a solid state device. Other 
emitters such as colloidal quantum dots and NV- centers in nanodiamonds have rather high 
index, occupy too large a volume (diameter of at least 10-35 nm) for the confined mode to scale 
down, and have too wide variation between emitters so that they tend to produce inconclusive 
results in an ensemble measurement. Furthermore, while metal-based waveguides are capable of 
providing deep sub-wavelength modes, the emitter-to-waveguide coupling is limited due to 
parasitic metallic quenching effects leading to an unwanted reduction in the emitter 
luminescence efficiency [51–53]. Furthermore, fundamental questions persist regarding the 
effect of quenching and propagation loss in plasmonic waveguides on the luminescence 
intensity, and how to distinguish different contributions of decay channels in the experiment and 
to address the issue of heterogeneity of the emitters inside a waveguide configuration.    

This chapter discusses an experimental study of molecular emission efficiently coupled 
into deep sub-wavelength propagating modes[21] of a hybrid plasmon (HPP) waveguide[46–48]. 
We measured a reduction of PL lifetime of dye molecules, distributed inside the field-
concentrated nano-scale region of the hybrid plasmon mode, up to 60 times as compared to their 
intrinsic lifetime, and over a broad (>70 nm) spectral bandwidth of the emission. We 
quantitatively verify the contribution of non-radiative energy transfer to metal as a competing 
mechanism to emission coupling into the guided mode by a careful design of control 
measurements and compare them with theory developed in section 2.5. Emission analysis reveals 
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a 15-20 times lifetime reduction due to strong coupling to the HPP waveguide, in 
correspondence with a highly-confined modal area of 	�/80 . Furthermore, we integrate the 
measured photon flux and observed a six-fold brightness enhancement of the dye molecules in 
the waveguide structure as compared to flat metal surface. This brightness enhancement is a 
direct result of high beta-factor of up to 0.75 and good photon extraction efficiency due to low 
propagation loss in the waveguide. The potential as well as limitations of optical emitter 
coupling to plasmonic waveguides are demonstrated therein.     

3.1. Hybrid Plasmon (HPP) waveguide 

The hybrid plasmon (HPP) waveguide structure deployed in this study consists of a high-

permittivity dielectric nanowire separated from a metal surface by a nanoscale low-permittivity 

dielectric gap. The coupling between the plasmonic and waveguide modes across the gap enables 

capacitor-like electric energy storage that allows effective sub-λ  transmission in non-metallic 

regions with low propagation loss compared to many other plasmonic waveguides [46], [54]. 

Figures 3.1 shows the electromagnetic power flux profile of the fundamental sub-wavelength 

guided optical mode in the HPP waveguide design which is made of ZnO nanowire separated 

from Ag surface by a nanometric thin low index dielectric layer. This quasi-(TM)-transverse 

magnetic highly-confined mode arises from the continuity requirement of the vertical component 

of electric displacement (Dy) at the high-index contrast interfaces between the high-index 

nanowire, the low-index gap region and the metal.  

 
Figure 3.1. Hybrid Plasmon (HPP) waveguide design (a) Schematic of the hybrid 
plasmon (HPP) waveguide (ZnO nanowire diameter = 80 – 160 nm, length 8 – 10 Iv, 
dye-doped PMMA thickness = 5 – 40 nm). Insets: PL image of emission from dye 
molecules excited at the center of the nanowire (red dashed circle) coupling to the hybrid-
plasmon waveguide and scattering to far field at the ends of the wire, scale bar = 2 Iv, 
(b) The geometry supports a deep sub-wavelength (	2/80) propagating optical mode for 
gap thickness g = 5 nm. Varying g tunes the optical confinement. 

3.2. Experimental method 
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In our experiment, we fabricate hybrid plasmon polariton (HPP) waveguides consisting 
of a high refractive index semiconductor nanowire (ZnO, n = 2 at ~ 600 nm) separated by a 
controllable nanometer-thin, low-index dielectric gap (PMMA, n =1.49 at ~ 600 nm) from a flat 
silver substrate (Fig 3.1a). Key to this design is the placement of dye molecules (Oxazine 750 
perchlorate, Sigma-Aldrich) inside the low-index gap consisting of a PMMA (A495) layer where 
the electric field of the hybrid plasmon mode is strongest (Fig. 3.1b). Tuning the optical 
confinement can be conveniently achieved by changing PMMA-to-solvent weight fraction of the 
PMMA/dye mixture. The solution was spun on a 300-nm-thick silver film with a quartz wafer as 
substrate. The obtained PMMA thickness was monitored by atomic-force-microscopy (AFM).  
This method reproducibly yields uniform dye-doped PMMA films with thickness in the range of 
5 nm - 40 nm. In all of the samples, the fraction of dye in PMMA is kept constant at 0.06 wt%. 
In a final step, we complete the hybrid plasmon waveguide by spin-casting ZnO nanowires that 
were previously grown by vapor transport using the vapour-liquid-solid mechanism [55] and 
transferred into an ethanol solution via light sonication. A first evidence of efficient coupling of 
molecular emission into the guided mode is manifest in the epi-fluorescence image where 
emission from the molecules that were optically pumped at the middle of a waveguide 
propagated and then scattered at the two ends (Inset Fig.3.1a).  

For the emitting dye molecules we chose a strong emitting molecule Oxazine (O1 perchlorate 
750, Inset Fig 3.2a) which absorbs in the visible green spectrum and emits in the visible red 
(Fig.3.2a). To demonstrate strongly coupled dye molecule emission into the deep sub-
wavelength guided HPP mode, we choose to utilize a time-resolved spontaneous emission 
spectroscopy (Fig.3.2c). We measured the spontaneous emission lifetime using time-correlated 
single photon counting (TCSPC system PicoQuant), where the dye molecules were excited by 
femtosecond laser pulses (Ti:Sapphire fs-pulse laser, 	 = 620 nm, spot radius ~ 1 Iv, fs-pulse 
length ~ 100 fs) focused to a spot of about 2 Iv diameter onto the center of each waveguide 
(objective lens 63x, NA = 0.95). Spontaneous emission of the dyes was collected by the same 
objective, filtered within the spectrum bandwidth of 633 - 700 nm and registered by an avalanche 
photodiode. Note, the detector’s (APD, MicroPhotonicDevices, PDM-series) dark count rate is 
one tenth of the photon collection rate from samples with dye molecules, thus no instrument 
response artefacts are expected in the single photon counting data. The dye emission at the 
detector of the setup is shown in Fig.3.2b, whereas the absorption was taken from Ref [56]. The 
emission is relatively broadband with a spectral width of about 70 nm (FWHM).  

From the collected emission at the nanowire ends, time delayed histograms were build up using 

the delay between laser pulses and detected photons (Fig. 3.3). Spontaneous emission lifetimes 

were extracted by fitting the time response histogram to a bi-exponential lifetime model, which 

was sufficient to describe the spatial and dipole orientation heterogeneity between the optical 

mode and background dye emission.  
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Figure 3.2. Experimental Setup (Top) Absorption spectrum of Oxazine 750 perchlorate 
dye molecule from Ref. [56] and measured broadband emission spectrum of the oxazine 
dyes in a waveguide (after LP 633 nm). Inset: molecular structure of the oxazine dye  
(Bottom) Schematic of the time-resolved microphotoluminescence setup--Ti:sapphire fs-
pulse laser, pulse width ~ 100 fs), OPO: Optical Parametric Amplifier, SHG: second 
harmonic generation, TD: trigger diode, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, SMF: single mode 
fiber for spatial filtering, SP/BP/LP: shortpass/bandpass/longpass filters, DBS: dichroic 
beamsplitter (long pass edge at 625 nm).  
 

To gain an insight into emission coupling to the different decay channels, we fabricated two 

other control samples: (i) dye-doped PMMA thin film (thickness 4) on quartz substrate and (ii) 

dye-doped PMMA thin film of the same thickness 4 on Ag substrate (Ag 300 nm on quartz 

wafer). The first control sample (i) serves as the lifetime reference for the dye emission (¼� = 2 

ns) (Fig 3.3a). This is in sharp contrast to dye emission resulting from the HPP mode yielding 

short lifetimes of 48±12 ps due to the sub-wavelength optical fields enhancing the emission rate 

(Fig.3.3b). The control (ii) shows shorter lifetime than control sample (i) because the PL decay 

rate is enhanced by metal quenching and emission into surface plasmon polariton on the metal 

film (Fig.3.3c). Yet, the control (ii) shows longer lifetime than HPP sample (Fig. 3.3b) due to the 

lack of HPP optical mode. Note that the PL decay histograms from both control cases (Fig. 

3.3a,c) display single exponential decays implying that there is little dependence on the dipole 

orientation of the dye molecules. In all measurements, we also ensured that PL of the large-

bandgap ZnO nanowire materials is negligible compared with emission of the dyes within our 

detected spectral bandwidth. 
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Figure 3.3. Sample structures with corresponding PL decay histograms. (a) First 
control sample (i) is reference oxazine:PMMA film on quartz (¼� = 2 ns). (b) HPP 
waveguide structure with 4 = 10 nm shows shorter lifetime component due to waveguide 
coupling and longer lifetime background due to uncoupled molecules (c) Second control 
sample (ii) shows shorter lifetime than control (i) due mostly to metal quenching at small 
distance less than 10 nm. 

3.3. Scaling of deep sub-λλλλ mode and Purcell enhancement 

Figure 3.4 shows the results from Purcell effect calculation ���4� = ��±E��4� + ���4� +��H�� + �c�� ≈ ��±E��4� + ���4� + 4, as a function of modal confinement or gap width 4. We 
simulate the molecular emitter as a vertical dipole situated at the midgap of the HPP waveguide 
(Inset: nanowire diameter dNW = 120 nm, at emission wavelength 	�� = 670 nm) to obtain the 
modal Purcell factor ��±E� (green solid line in Fig 3.4.) from the eigenmode solution in Fig. 3.1b 
according to the formula.  

 ��±E��b�, }��  = 3	�8�  Q@� �����b�, }����
 V |f CU =  34� Q/
N\  	� U����b�, }��    

 

3.1.  

where we evaluate ����b�, }�� and V |f�b, }� CU in (3.1) using the field from the eigenmode 
solution. 

The quenching contribution ��, and emission to single SPP, �c�� ≈ 3, on the other hand, can be 
estimated by an analytical method for planar structures according to Ref. [33], [34], described 
earlier in Chapter 2. ��H�� is the contribution of radiation to free space.  

In addition, we performed a 3D full vector-field finite-element method (FEM) simulation in 
steady-state harmonic propagation formulation to confirm the validity of the analytical method 
(within less than 3% error for small electric dipole of finite size 2 nm), giving the quenching 
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contribution �� (red dashed line in Fig 3.4) to the total decay rate enhancement �� (black line in 
Fig 3.4) expected in real measurements. The quenching contribution is calculated with the help 
of a separate simulation where Ohmic loss in metal is neglected. Calculated total Purcell factor �� in this lossless configuration yields purely radiative contribution �H E = �¸¹º�[  =  ��±E� +��H�� + �c��   which we then subtract from the main simulation with Ohmic loss to obtain �� 
(dashed line) in Figure 3.4.    

 

 

Figure 3.4. Calculation of Purcell effect inside the HPP waveguide. Calculated 
spontaneous decay rate enhancement due to propagating HPP mode (green line), metal 
quenching (red line), and total Purcell factor(black line). Purcell enhancement factor of the 
HPP mode increases as one improves optical confinement by shrinking the nanoscale gap 
of the waveguide. However, metal quenching similarly increases and becomes dominant 
for gap size below 7 nm. In the calculations, the emitting dipole (white vertical arrow) is 
positioned at midgap �4/2� and nanowire diameter, dNW = 120 nm. 
Inset: Arrows show different decay channels including emission into the HPP guided 
mode, free space emission, surface plasmon, and metal quenching. The white arrow 
indicates the position and vertical orientation of the molecular dipole emitter. 

3.4. Extracting different contributions to spontaneous 

emission and the effect of dipole orientations 

The measured PL decay rates when normalized to the reference sample (i) agree well with the 
predicted enhancement rates. Fig. 3.5a plots measured normalized decay rates for different gap 
sizes, each averaged over several waveguide samples. The error bars represent variation in 
measured values among samples of the same geometry. For a vertical dipole molecule, the modal 
Purcell factor �� is significant for g < 25 nm and goes up as the gap width scales down. On the 
other hand, metal quenching �� becomes strong and dominates over modal Purcell factor �� 
when 4 is less than 10 nm. Horizontal dipoles on the other hand do not couple well to the hybrid 
plasmon mode due to the quasi-TM behaviour of the mode not aligning with the dipole 
orientation.  
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In an ensemble PL lifetime measurement, dye molecules which undergo faster decay and/or have 
higher fluorescence yield and extraction efficiency contribute more to the signal in the decay 
histogram. We attribute the appearance of bi-exponential decay in our data for HPP waveguide 
structure to the different decay rates of horizontal and vertical dipole due to their different 
coupling strength to the HPP waveguide. Besides, the slower decay component in the histogram 
partially comes from the molecules which are situated laterally away from the optical mode area, 
considering that our detectable volume is determined by a 1 ½¾ diameter spot times the 
thickness of the PMMA layer 4. 

In the strong confinement regime (4 < 20 nm), we achieve good light coupling from the vertical 
dipoles among the dye ensemble which can be extracted at the waveguide ends and thus raise the 
signal of the fast decay channel (enhanced by the modal Purcell factor) so that our data matches 
theory quite well for the very thin film samples. However, for lower confinement (4 > 20 nm) 
regime, there is not enough difference in the Purcell factor between vertical and horizontal 
dipoles or the background molecules laterally away from the waveguide, such that within our 
detection volume, the molecules with small or no Purcell enhancement dominates the PL decay 
curve. We argue that the dominance of this background signal in the PL decay curve explains the 
slight discrepancy of our data from the vertical dipole calculation in the range 4 >  20 
v. In 
addition, this background signal also leads to an increase in statistical variation in samples 
having smaller gap size (Fig. 3.5a) since the number of coupled molecules that overlap with the 
waveguide mode decreases with small gap size that variation among different samples of the 
same geometry is introduced according to Poisson statistics.  

Unlike the HPP waveguide sample, the data from control (ii) (Fig.3. 5b) match the theory 
excellently since the measurement does not suffer from ensemble averaging due to lateral 
uniformity, and the weak dependence of emission rate on dipole orientations. Furthermore, it 
reveals information about metal quenching in comparison to the hybrid plasmon waveguide 
structure. In very thin dye-doped PMMA on silver, the overall fluorescence intensity drops 
dramatically due to metal quenching. Slight increase in statistical variation across several 
samples(error bar) at smaller gap size is attributed to smaller PL signal due to metal quenching.   

We try removing background dye molecules that are not coupled to the waveguide, since their 
emission mask the signal from the HPP mode for large gaps. The origin of this masking-effect 
comes mainly from the size discrepancy between the collection area (~ 1 Iv) and the nanowire 
diameter (~ 100 nm) and subsequent dye emission collection efficiencies. This is effectively 
done by deploying a mild oxygen plasma treatment removing the uncoupled dye molecules, 
where the nanowires themselves act as an etch mask (Fig. 3.6). Lifetime measurements of 
samples before and after etching showed single exponential decay histogram with ¼before = 1.0 ns 
and ¼after = 0.4 ns, respectively, e.g. for 4 = 20 nm. Eliminating the overshadowing background 
signal contribution for large 4, we are able to recover the total Purcell factor which match the 
prediction better (gray square with dark edges in Fig.3.5a). In contrast, repeating the etch process 
step for small gap sizes still maintain a bi-exponential decay both before and after etching, 
showing the contributions of the vertical dipole and quenching. The reason behind these two 
different displays is the very strong Purcell factor at low gap sizes which confirms the proper 
operation of the HPP mode. 
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Figure 3.5. Measurements of different contributions to spontaneous decay  

(Left) Averaged measured total spontaneous decay rate of dye molecules (filled black 
square) in HPP waveguides versus optical mode confinement 4 compared with theory of 
vertical dipole (black dashed). Error bars represent the range of measured values 
among several samples of the same geometry. Also shown is the measured decay rate 
of uncoupled molecules (red square). An average (highest) enhancement of 48 (65) is 
observed at 4 = 5 nm. The gray squares with dark edge represent HPP sample described 
in Figure 3.6. 
(Right) The effect of non-radiative transfer (metal quenching) measured from the 
emission of dye molecules atop a flat silver film (control sample (ii)) was found to be 
significant at proximal distance g < 8 nm. Lateral uniformity and weak dependence on 
dipole orientations yields excellent agreement with theory (black dashed). Purcell factor 
of the background uncoupled dipoles measured on HPP structure in (a), also agree well 
with the value measured on control (ii) and from theory.   
 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Selective removal of dye molecules not coupled to the HPP waveguide 

mode. For large 4 the theoretically predicted trend of FP is recovered by reducing the 
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molecular background emission signal via O2-plasma etching using the nanowire as a 
mask (shown as insets). The nanowire is used as a shadow mask to etch the dye layer 
via a mild O2-plasma treatment (Inset). For large gap sizes, the decay histograms show 
a single exponential decay before and after etching, however, with long (short) 
lifetimes before (after) etching. The long lifetime response before etching stems from 
uncoupled molecular emission creating a background signal overshadowing the HPP 
mode channel.  

 

 
Furthermore, we are interested in investigating where the emission ends up; a question that is 
guided by an analysis of the rate enhancement factor, F. While the enhancement factor for 
control (ii), ������4� = ��H���4� + �c���4� + ���4�, includes the contributions from emission 

into radiation waves ��H��, surface plasmons �c��, and non-radiative quenching ���4�, the 
enhancement factor for the nanowire sample, ���4�, also additionally includes the contribution 
of the waveguide mode, i.e. ��±E��4� ≈ ���4� − ������4�. This provides an estimate of the 

waveguide mode coupling factor, g�4� ≈ 1 − ������4�/���4� (Fig.3.7), suggesting that emission 
into the hybrid plasmon mode dominates over all the other emission channels for a large range 
gap sizes, 4 with g-factors as high as 85%. However, for gaps smaller than about 5 nm, non-
radiative quenching starts to dominate over emission into the waveguide mode (red squares) and 
the g-factor approaches zero (Fig.3.7). Note that horizontal dipole components display no modal 
Purcell effect (��±E� < 1) anywhere underneath the waveguide and as a result their decay is 
dominated by non-radiative quenching at small gap such that their mode coupling factor and 
intensity is nearly undetectable, thereby allowing us to distinguish clearly the coupling effect on 
vertical dipoles.   

 
Figure 3.7. Mode coupling factor. The g-factor of the waveguide mode increases 
with gap thickness, 4, over the range shown and dominates other emission channels 
for 4 > 8 nm.  

3.5. Photon flux enhancement 
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In addition to the enhancement of the spontaneous emission lifetime, the PL brightness, or 

photon flux, at the detector is important from a practical device consideration, e.g. light emitting 

or detecting device [36], [57]. We benchmarked the total photon flux from the HPP waveguide 

design (pump on nanowire) against a pure plasmonic case (pump on metal = control-ii). By 

varying the gap thickness we observed a 5-fold PL enhancement around 4 = 10 nm (Fig.3.8b). 

This enhancement ratio of PL extraction is related to the product of the spontaneous emission 

rate enhancement FP and the spontaneous emission factor g of the deep sub-wavelength 

waveguide mode. Measured PL enhancement appears to peak near 4 = 10 nm. 

To further clarify the effect of quenching in the plasmonic waveguide, we model the 
fluorescence rate  γ�¿ = γ�À�η = γ�À�. β eq� Â¿�ÃÄ�Å η�ÆÇ�   as depending on the excitation rate 

γ�À� and photon extraction efficiency η. When compared to molecules atop a flat metal film, the 
fluorescence enhancement arises from strong coupling to the waveguide mode alone and not 
from local field enhancement in excitation, since the polarization of the hybrid plasmon mode, 
which is in the propagation direction of the incident field, is always perpendicular to the 
polarization of the incident field. With negligible excitation enhancement, the fluorescence 
intensity of a dye molecule in the HPP waveguide is proportional to the photon extraction 
efficiency È which depends on the coupling efficiency (g-factor) into the waveguide mode  
β = ��±E� ��⁄ , propagation efficiency along the waveguide  eq� Â¿�ÃÄ�Å , where L is the distance 
from pumping position of the dyes to the nanowire ends, and the scattering efficiency η�ÆÇ� at 

the extremities of the waveguide into free space modes, that can be collected by the objective 
lens. Assuming same edge scattering efficiency η�ÆÇ� for all waveguides with similar nanowire 

diameter, the photon extraction efficiency by the waveguide ÈWO = gyq�É��8¡�Ê depends largely 
on mode coupling factor and propagation loss of the mode. Note, that even though it is known 
that emitters with low intrinsic quantum efficiency can have large intensity enhancement by the 
use of lossy optical antenna [51], [52], we consider in our experiment only the radiative 
efficiency of the waveguide itself, assuming near-ideal intrinsic quantum efficiency of the dye 
molecules, which is realistic for laser dye such as oxazine. From theory and the PL lifetime data, 
we can empirically describe the Purcell factor of the optical mode as increasing monotonically 
with the reduction of gap width 4 as a power law ��±E�  ~ 4q�.Ì. However, the Purcell factor for 
the quenching �� follows ��~ 4q�  [34], so that the mode coupling fraction for the HPP 
waveguide is larger than that of the flat metal surface, where only free space coupling contributes 
to the fluorescence intensity of the dyes (Fig. 3.8a). Combining this estimate with rather small 
propagation loss along the waveguide (a realistic nominal value of ` =  5 Iv), we therefore 
expect a fluorescence intensity enhancement in a waveguide configuration to scale up with 
modal confinement 4 compared to that of a quenched thin film of dyes on metal surface 
(projected with the black solid line in Fig. 3.8b.). However, we observe the fluorescence 
enhancement to reach a maximum of about 4-5 times around 4 ~ 10 
v and drop to around 
twice at 4 ~ 5 
v. This result implies a competing fluorescence quenching mechanism for 4 <  10 
v. 
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Figure 3.8. Fluorescence intensity enhancement (a) Estimates of photon extraction 
efficiency by the waveguide ÈWO from mode coupling factor g (red solid) and 

propagation efficiency eq�É�³8¡µÊ   (black dashed) show improvement over flat silver 
surface È$±-�H±°  (grey solid). (` =  5 Iv was assumed.) In addition, strong reduction 
in extraction efficiency at small 4 is modeled by enhanced scattering loss into non-
radiative channel in metal (black solid line) in order to reproduce measured intensity 
data in (b). (b) Measured relative enhancement in fluorescence intensity (black square) ΦÎÏqÏÐ ΦÎ»»qÏÐT = ÑÒÓ ÑÔ·Õ�¸·¶  comparing photon flux from HPP mode vs. control-(ii) 

showing the successful competition of the nanoscale mode over other emission 
channels resulting in an average of 5-fold increase in intensity. A propagation 
efficiency model which includes Purcell-enhanced scattering and absorption in metal 
(dashed line) describes our data better than the pure modal loss model (black line) due 
to its strong dependence on 4.   

 

 

Two possibilities for strong quenching at small 4 are  i) a tradeoff between propagation 
length with optical mode reduction leading to lower collection efficiency at the scattering ends of 
the waveguide ii) large sensitivity to surface roughness scattering when the optical mode is 
extremely small. To test the first hypothesis, we compare our simulation for the propagation with 
the data and found that the dependence of the propagation loss 2²v�5�� of the guided mode 
(with modal wavevector 5�) on 4 is not strong enough to significantly reduce the collection 
efficiency at the ends of waveguide for the range of measured nanowire lengths.(dashed line in 
Fig. 3.8a) Even when assuming larger loss value for the waveguide mode, the weak  dependence 
of propagation length on the gap width is unable to reproduce the quenching effect at small gap g 
< 10 nm (solid line in Fig.3.8b). On the other hand, if we follow the second hypothesis, we may 
assume that a sub-wavelength roughness defect in the waveguide acts as a dipole scatterer which 
can either scatter guided light into forward or backward propagating modes and free space or 
transfer energy non-radiatively to metal (quenching) [58]. The intensity loss channels are then 
metal quenching and amplified propagation loss due to multiple scattering inside the waveguide 
which lengthens the effective optical path and thus absorption in the metal. We employ a simple 
power law model for the quenching loss channel (solid line in Figure 3.8a) by the same scaling 
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law as �� i.e. using a fitting function 
É��8¡,§Ô¹��X¸£ÕÓ�8[ = Ö + D� -�O ³�- -�µ.�

 such that ²v³5fµ  = ²v³5�µ + ²v³5f,�$ ���H�-Oµ. This model reproduces the trend in the fluorescence intensity data 
(dashed line in Fig.3.8b) with a single fitting parameter (Ö = 0.004) representing the scattering 
cross section and density of scattering defects.  We argue that at small gap size ~ 5 nm, a single 
dipole scattering event is dominated, in similar way to dipole emission coupling, by non-
radiative transfer to the metal such that propagation effect such as multiple scattering is much 
less significant.     

3.6. Conclusions and Outlook 

To summarize, the decay rate enhancement and fluorescence intensity enhancement of dye 
molecules which samples the mode area in the gap region of a hybrid plasmon waveguide are 
measured quantitatively. The results agree well with theory. This experiment shows that almost 
75% of the molecular emission can be coupled to an optical waveguide with deep sub-
wavelength confinement. In addition, the metal quenching contribution in the PL decay data are 
verified by comparing with theory and fluorescence intensity data. Furthermore, we find a 
brightness enhancement up to 6-fold for an optimum gap height of about 10 nm, implying that 
good photon extraction efficiency can be achieved due to low propagation loss over at least 5 Iv 
along the length of the waveguide. These results are important for the understanding and control 
of emission coupling into nano-plasmonic waveguide structures which may be useful for 
improving on-chip molecular sensing and spectroscopy, LED, single photon source and quantum 
information processing.  
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Chapter 4 
Squeezed Photonic Waveguide: single 
emitter in a deep sub-wavelength all-
dielectric waveguide 

Strong and controllable light-matter interactions at the single emitter-photon level are of 
fundamental importance for quantum information science, which leads to important applications 
such as quantum memories, switches and gates [19], [32], [38–41], long range coupling of single 
emitters and novel entanglement schemes [20], [42]. Plasmonic nano-structures have been 
recently introduced to improve emission directivity and coupling to and from free space by 
reducing optical mode sizes, circumventing the speed and bandwidth limitation of high quality 
factor resonators [59], [60]. Nevertheless, localization of individual quantum emitters in 
nanometric-scale region of low-permittivity, while at the same time trying to avoiding metal-
intrinsic absorption, quenching and propagation loss in the metal remain a technical challenge in 
observing strong interaction and significant emission enhancement. Despite tremendous progress 
made in plasmonics, practical realization of on-chip optical devices with single emitters for 
quantum information processing requires, in addition to strong confinement, lower intrinsic loss, 
higher coupling efficiency, and upward scalability to long-range optical interactions of multiple 
emitters. Alternative approaches to plasmonics has been suggested in Ref. [32], [49], [61–63] 
using purely high-index contrast between dielectric interfaces to overcome the diffraction limit.  

We describe in this chapter an experiment on strong optical interactions at single photon and 
single emitter level using an all-dielectric nanoscale waveguide that allows a deep sub-
wavelength field confinement down to λ2/50. The method for observing strong interaction and 
large Purcell enhancement in this work is achieved by placing single quantum dots in its optimal 
environment with the help of atomic force microscope(AFM) manipulation, facilitated by 
implementation of a particular waveguide design, called here squeezed photonic waveguide. 
Drastically enhanced interaction between the quantum emitters and the localized fields 
suppresses blinking of the quantum dots and substantially increase the emission rate dynamics of 
the quantum emitter by a 31 times. The very large coupling factor redirects up to 80% of 
emission from an individual emitter into a waveguide mode and single photon emission is 
observed with high fidelity and at much reduced emission saturation.   

4.1. Design of deep sub-wavelength all-dielectric waveguide: 

from all-dielectric coupled-nanowire waveguide to squeezed 

photonic waveguide 

Approaches using high-index contrast between dielectric interfaces to overcome the diffraction 
limit has been suggested in an all-dielectric coupled silicon waveguides [32], [49], [61], [62] and 
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telecom wavelength light concentration at 100 nm scale was demonstrated [59] in this dielectric 
structure. However, incorporating single quantum emitters into such a waveguide while 
squeezing the active region, in order to achieve strong interaction regime, remains a challenge 
[61], [64].  

Figure 4.1 shows several all-dielectric slot waveguide designs for Purcell enhancement. The all-
dielectric waveguide design employed in this experimental work consists of a high-refractive 
index dielectric nanowire separated from another infinite high-index dielectric slab by a 
nanometric scale gap. As the quasi-TM (transverse magnetic) guided mode (photonic mode) of 
the nanowire hybridizes with the dielectric slab, the electric energy is squeezed in the small gap 
region due to the large discontinuity in permittivity. We call the optical mode concentrated 
electric field in the nanometer scale gap region along the nanowire in this architecture a squeezed 
photonic mode. 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the squeezed photonic waveguide has the largest mode index but a 
trade-off of modal Purcell factor in comparison to other related dielectric slot waveguides, as a 
result of the infinite slab that supports a larger angular spread of in-plane wave-vectors. The 
squeezed photonic waveguide, however, has a significant practical advantage--it requires no 
alignment of the nanowire to the bottom structure so that a highly-confined guided mode can be 
formed by placing a nanowire simply anywhere on the substrate. This advantage is extremely 
useful in coupling the nanowire on and off the position of a single emitter that sits on the slab. 
Moreover, the geometry implies a practical way of integrating multiple emitters on the same bus 
waveguide to realize a network architecture.       

 

Figure 4.1. Comparing all-dielectric sub-λλλλ slot waveguide designs for Purcell 
enhancement. (a) coupled nanowires waveguide (b) nanowire-strip slot waveguide and 
(c) nanowire- slab slot waveguide or squeezed photonic waveguide. The density plot 
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shows |E|-field mode profile of optimized geometry for electric field confinement. The 
corresponding modal Purcell factor, effective mode volume, and effective index of the 
mode are shown. The gap is assumed to be 5 nm and emission wavelength 	 =1550 nm. 
The squeezed photonic waveguide, which we focus on in the experiment described in this 
chapter, consists of a high permittivity dielectric nanowire separated from another infinite 
high-permittivity dielectric slab by a nanometric scale gap. As the quasi-TM (transverse 
magnetic) guided mode (photonic mode) of the nanowire hybridizes with the dielectric 
slab, the electric energy is  squeezed in the small gap region. Compared to other related 
dielectric slot waveguide structures, the squeezed photonic waveguide has the largest 
mode index but a trade-off of Purcell factor, as a result of infinite slab structure which 
supports a larger spread of in-plane wave-vectors. The squeezed photonic waveguide, 
however, has a significant practical advantage--it requires no alignment of the nanowire 
to the bottom structure so a highly-confined guided mode can be formed by placing a 
nanowire anywhere on the substrate. This advantage is extremely useful in coupling the 
nanowire on and off the position of a single emitter that sits on the slab. Moreover, the 
geometry implies a practical way of integrating multiple emitters on the same bus 
waveguide to realize a network architecture.       

Another practical advantage of an all-dielectric waveguide over hybrid plasmonic waveguide 
from Chapter 3 is its dual accessibility due to excellent optical transmission of the sample.  High 
photon collection efficiency can be achieved by imaging the structure from the substrate side 
using oil immersion objectives, meanwhile mechanical manipulation with AFM from the top 
side and also be imaged simultaneously. In other words, the squeezed photonic waveguide 
platform offers a practical design for aligning the optical mode to the position of the single 
emitters.     

Visualization of the all-dielectric nano-QED system that consists of the nanowire-slab 
waveguide and a single QD strongly coupled to the waveguide mode is shown in Figure 5.2 (Top 
Panel). In the experiment, the dielectric waveguide is formed by a high-index Si nanowire 
(refractive index n = 3.7120 + 0.0085i, 260-280 nm in diameter) on top of a 90 nm ZnS film 
(refractive index of 2.3). Colloidal CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs (800 nm peak emission) are spin-
coated on the sample to form a disperse monolayer prior to nanowire transfer. The AFM is used 
for selection and positioning of the nanowires such that a QD is precisely placed right 
underneath the nanowire. Given the physical size of ~ 8 nm of the QDs along with ZnS surface 
roughness of 1 nm (FWHM), one creates a nanometer-sized air gap between the nanowires and 
the ZnS film (inset of Fig. 4.1a). Such a narrow nano-scale air gap region along the nanowire 
supports a deeply confined one-dimensional guided mode, which we call squeezed photonic 
mode.  
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Figure 4.2. Experimental system (Top panel) Visualization of the coupled emitter-
waveguide system. The QDs (red particles) are excited by a 532 nm continuous wave 
(cw) laser illuminated over a large area from the substrate side below the waveguide 
system. The waveguide and the QD are assembled by an AFM manipulator from the top. 
When the QD is placed at the position of optimal interaction with the waveguide, its 
emission scatters directionally into the waveguide mode and propagates along the 
waveguide before it scatters out at the ends, indicating the strong interaction between the 
confined mode and the emitter. the nanowire is repeatedly repositioned until spatially-
optimal coupling is observed. (Bottom panel) Schematics of the experimental setup in 
which the atomic force microscope(AFM) is integrated with the fluorescence imaging 
and single photon counting systems. ILL. = illumination path, EXC. = excitation path, 
EM. = emission collection patch, PBS = polarizing beam splitter, BS = non-polarizing 
beam splitter. EM-CCD = CDD camera for imaging, TCSPC = Time-correlated single-
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photon-counting system, APD= avalanched photodiode, FBS = fiber beam splitter. 
Dashed line on the beam splitters indicate flipping mount. QD emission is filtered and 
focused into a single mode fiber which in turn spatially images a small diffraction-limited 
spot on the sample onto the photon counters.     

4.2. Experimental procedure 

The experimental setup consists of the fluorescence imaging and single photon counting systems 
with an integrated AFM, as shown in Fig 4.2(Bottom Panel),which allows precision control over 
the position of individual QDs and nanowires, a major practical advantage over conventional 
lithographic approaches with limited lateral resolution. The AFM is used for selection and 
positioning of the nanowires such that a QD is precisely placed inside the squeezed photonic 
mode.  However, the dipole orientation of the colloidal QDs is still random which may cause the 
coupling efficiency to be reduced from the optimal configuration. The QDs are excited from the 
substrate side using a 532 nm continuous wave laser and an oil immersion objective (Zeiss, EC 
Plan-Neofluar 100x/1.3 NA). Fluorescence is collected in reflection through the same objective 
and imaged on a CCD camera (Hamamatsu EM-CCD, C9100)   and white light imaging is used 
to locate nearby Si nanowires. Next, the dimension of a selected nanowire is measured by 
scanning the AFM tip in tapping mode, and then in contact mode the nanowire is repositioned on 
top of the desired QD.  When the QD is placed in the region of large field enhancement, its 
emission scatters directionally into the waveguide mode and propagates along the nanowire 
before it scatters out at the ends of the waveguide. The coupling is first imaged on the CCD 
camera, where glowing at the ends of the nanowire shows a first sign of coupling. If necessary, 
the nanowire is repeatedly repositioned until spatially-optimal coupling is observed. When strong 
emission coupling from the QD to the nanowire is observed, we locally measure intensity auto-
correlations using SPCMs (Perkin Elmer APQ14-FC). 

CdSe/ ZnS core/shell carboxylated QDs with a polymer coating (Invitrogen, Qdot 800 ITK) are 
spin-coated on sample substrates to a concentration of ~ 3 particles per 10 µm2 allowing for well-
isolated QDs to be studied. A 5 nm MgF2 wetting layer is deposited on a plasma-cleaned glass 
cover slip, followed by electron beam evaporation of 90 nm of ZnS thin film (Edward EB3). 
Deposition of the ZnS slab layer are characterized by an AFM (Veeco Dimension 3000) to 
ensure uniform thickness across the sample and minimal peak-to-valley surface roughness of 
~6.6 nm. Finally, Si nanowires with diameter in the range of 260-280 nm are drop-cast on the 
sample. Preparation of Si nanowires is described in Appendix B. Given the physical size of ~ 8 
nm of the QDs along with ZnS surface roughness, one creates a nanometer-sized air gap between 
the nanowires and the ZnS film (inset of Fig. 4.4a) where the field of the squeezed photonic 
mode is concentrated. 
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Figure 4.3. Images of experimental procedure whereby white-light illumination optical 
images (b) combined with corresponding fluorescence images (a) are used to locate the 
nanowire and quantum dots in the field of view. An AFM tip is used to move the 
nanowire to different positions as shown in left (uncoupled) and right panel (coupled). 
Insets: corresponding AFM scanned images.  

4.3. Purcell-enhanced optical interaction in the coupled QD-

waveguide system 

Fig. 4.4b shows the fluorescence image of a single QD that is strongly coupled to the waveguide 
averaged over 200 s duration. The quantum dot (QD1) is placed underneath the nanowire and the 
bright glowing ends of the waveguide signify the strong interaction. The intensity time traces 
from the two ends and from the QD position reveals fluorescence blinking that is characteristic 
to a colloidal QD, as shown in Fig. 4.4c. The blinking signal in these three traces (shaded) are 
simultaneous (with correlation values higher than 0.9), indicating that the light scattered out at 
the ends of the waveguide is coming from the same coupled quantum dot (QD1). For comparison, 
any isolated QD nearby blinks independently (correlation < 0.1) from one another and from the 
coupled QD1. 

Strong interaction of the QD with the squeezed photonic mode is evident as the emission from 
each end of the nanowire is about twice as strong as that at the position of QD1. The ratio of the 
fluorescence signals from the two ends of the nanowire to the sum of all the three spots yields an 
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apparent emission coupling factor of about 80 %, in good agreement with theoretical prediction 
of 82% for a Si nanowire on ZnS slab structure (see Fig. 4.6b) and outperform previously 
reported plasmonic waveguides [65–67]. In the mean time, as shown in the final trace (not 
shaded) in Fig. 4.4c, the strong confinement at the nanoscale significantly enhances the total 
photon flux and more than 4 times more photon are collected from the strongly coupled QD1 
than that of the uncoupled scenario. Moreover, the deep sub-wavelength confinement is strong 
enough to achieve near unity [36], [68–72] emission coupling factor despite the fact that the 
colloidal quantum dots are two-dimensional isotropic emitters with random orientation of its 
crystalline axis [73]. 

 
Figure 4.4. The deep sub-wavelength all-dielectric QED system with a nanoscale gap. 
(a) The dielectric nano-QED system consists of the nanowire-slab waveguide and a single 
quantum emitter strongly coupled to the waveguide mode. The waveguide is formed by a 
high index (n1) nanowire, an air gap region and a high index (n2) slab on a glass substrate. 
Light is confined in the gap region due to the high index contrast for optical modes with 
dominant electric field components normal to the interfaces. Insets: A zoom-in 
experimental schematic (drawn to scale) of the air gap (~ 8-10 nm) formed by top surface 
roughness of a ZnS slab (thickness = 90 nm) with a CdSe/ZnS QD between the slab-air 
interface and a Si nanowire (diameter = 270 nm). (b) The averaged fluorescence image of 
a single QD coupled to a nanowire-slab waveguide. The inset shows the AFM scan image 
of the nanowire. (c) Fluorescence time traces detected at the two ends of the nanowire 
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and at position of the coupled QD (QD1) on the same time axis (shaded). Simultaneous 
blinking of the ends of nanowire and coupled QD1 indicates that light from the three 
spots comes from the same coupled QD (QD1). The strong emission from the ends of the 
nanowire indicates the strong interaction of quantum dot and the squeezed photonic 
waveguide mode. Time trace of the same QD1 when uncoupled at a different time is 
included (unshaded) for comparison.   

4.4. Study of single emitter dynamics  

Characterization of a single photon source using intensity 

auto-correlation  

In order to verify that the emission originates from a single QD emitter, we perform two-photon 
intensity autocorrelation measurements [74]. When illuminated by a continuous wave laser, the 
emission from a single quantum dot is split into two channels through a fiber beam-splitter and 
then detected by two identical avalanche photodiodes where we record time delay between a two 
successive photon events across the detectors to generate an intensity autocorrelation signal 
g
(2)
(t) = <I(t')I(t'-t)>. Since a single photon source does not emit two photons at the same time, 

we observe a dip in the two-photon coincidence at zero time delay. Fig 2b shows normalized 
two-photon intensity correlation g(2) (τ) of the quantum dot QD2 for both coupled and uncoupled 
cases. When the emission of the QD is strongly coupled to the waveguide mode, as shown in Fig. 
4.5c, the autocorrelations show identical narrow dips measured at the QD position (red curve) 
and nanowire end (green curve).  When uncoupled from the nanowire, a wider dip is measured 
from the same QD (blue curve).  In all three cases g(2) (0) < 0.5 verifies that the emission is 
indeed from a single QD and its single photon state purity is excellently preserved after coupling. 
Slightly higher value of g(2) (0) for the coupled case is due to spurious uncorrelated fluorescence 
from the nanowire.  

Using this anti-bunching feature of the signal, the rise time τ of the emitter can be extracted with 
a fitting function g(2)(t) = (1-exp(-|t|/τ))+d). Here fitting parameter d accounts for the 
background noise. The measured rise time τ depends on the excitation intensity, I, according to 
the relation 1/τ = k12 +k21, where k12  is the intrinsic decay rate and  k21 = αI is the excitation rate. 
Here, α is a proportionality constant that depends on the coupling strength to the excitation field 
[74]. To extract the intrinsic decay rate, the second-order correlation signal were measured at 
various excitation intensities, and the rate, 1/τ, is shown as a function of excitation power P = 
I*area as in Fig 4.5d. We found intrinsic lifetime by extrapolating a linear fit of the data to zero 
power.  

Measurements of emission lifetime 

Since the emission lifetime varies among different QDs, measurements on the same QD before 
and after coupling provides unambiguous determination of the Purcell enhancement factor. The 
pulsed excitation measurements reveal a multi-exponential decay curve, characteristic of 
colloidal QDs (Fig 4.5b), with a longer time constant corresponding to the radiative 
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recombination lifetime of the bright state [75].  The inset shows the fluorescence image of the 
strongly coupled QD that is studied here. A long lifetime of about 120-180 ns is typically 
observed for uncoupled CdSe/ZnS QDs [76]. Extracted from Fig. 2a, the recombination lifetimes 
are 5.4≤0.1 ns for the coupled and 170≤2 ns for the uncoupled QD, resulting in a strong Purcell 
enhancement factor of 31 due to the strong field confinement in the squeezed photonic mode, 
much greater than observed in plasmonic waveguides and nanoparticles [65–67], [77], [78].  

Intrinsic decay rate obtained by extrapolating rise time in 

the anti-bunching dip 

The width of the anti-bunching dip in intensity autocorrelations (Fig. 4.5c) is determined by the 
overall emission rates  the sum of the intrinsic decay rate and the excitation rate, the latter of 
which is proportional to the pump power. As shown in Fig. 4.5d, extrapolation of the measured 
emission rates to zero pump power yields the intrinsic lifetimes of about 5.2≤0.4 ns and 160≤22 
ns for the coupled and uncoupled cases, in good agreement with the values of the lifetimes 
directly measured under pulsed excitation. Importantly, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5d, we 
observe that strong Purcell enhancement tremendously reduces the saturation of the QD bright 
state emission which is favorable for implementation of high brightness single photon sources.   
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Figure 4.5.  Purcell emission enhancement of a single QD strongly interacting with 

the squeezed photonic mode. (a) Direct lifetime measurements of another QD-nanowire 
system (Inset) under pulsed laser excitation shows drastic 31-fold difference from the 
same QD2 decoupled from the nanowire. Extracted recombination lifetimes are equal to 
5.4≤0.1 ns for the coupled and 170≤2 ns for the uncoupled QD. (b) Two photon intensity 
autocorrelation measurements (at pump power 0.45 mW) show anti-bunching dips 
confirming single photon emission from the individual quantum emitter. A striking 
difference in the width of the dip is observed between the coupled and uncoupled QD, 
showing a strongly reduced recombination lifetime of the coupled QD. (c) A plot of 
photon de-excitation rate, which is reciprocal to the width of the anti-bunching dip, 
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corresponds to the sum of the intrinsic decay rate and the excitation rate and is linearly 
dependent on the pump power. Extrapolation to zero pump value yields the intrinsic 
lifetime of about 5.2≤ 0.4 ns and 160≤22 ns respectively for the coupled and uncoupled 
cases, in good agreement with the lifetime directly measured under pulsed excitation.  

Suppression of intensity saturation in the coupled quantum 

dot-waveguide system 

We observe that strong emission enhancement tremendously reduces the saturation of the 
quantum dot bright state emission.  The inset of Fig. 4.5d shows intensity saturation curves for 
coupled and uncoupled quantum dot. According to two-level model, the overall emission rate 
from the quantum dot under cw excitation is is γ * k12  /(k12+ k21) Q, where γ is the emission out-
coupling efficiency into the single mode fiber,  Q is the quantum efficiency of the emitter  Q = kr 

/ k21,  kr  is the radiative emission rate, knr is non-radiative component of the total rate (k21 = knr 

+kr ) from the upper state. We define the saturation factor as SF=k21 /(k12+ k21), The intensity 
saturation occurs if the excitation rate is higher than the spontaneous emission rate k12 > k21  (SF 
<1), which occurs under typical excitation conditions for uncoupled QDs. However, when QD is 
coupled to the nanowire, the radiative decay rate kr is significantly enhanced. As a result, the 
intensity curve shows almost linear dependence on the pump power, indicating the absence of 
saturation (k12 < k21, SF  ≈1). For example, under the excitation power of 45mW, the saturation 
factors for the coupled and uncoupled QD are equal to 0.95 and 0.35 respectively.  

Indirectly, the saturation suppression is implied from the autocorrelation measurements:  the 
relative slope steepness of the rate (k12 + k21) in Fig. 4.5d indicates the degree of the intensity 
saturation of the quantum dot. Relatively flat curve (k12 < k21) for the coupled QD indicates that 
the saturation is tremendously suppressed due to strong enhancement of spontaneous emission 
rate. 

4.5. Correspondence with theory of Purcell enhancement 

Both lifetime measurements with pulsed excitation and intensity autocorrelation measurement 
under cw excitation reveal a striking difference in the recombination lifetimes measured for the 
coupled and uncoupled QD. Unambiguous measurements of the Purcell factor of value 31, 
performed on the same QDs before and after interacting with the squeezed photonic mode 
quantitatively confirm the dramatic optical confinement in this all-dielectric waveguide QED 
system. Theoretical calculation in Fig. 4.6a shows how the electric field of the squeezed photonic 
mode  particularly the normal component to the slab  is highly concentrated in the gap 
region with a lateral confinement (FWHM) of 75 nm, corresponding to an effective mode area of 
λ

2/50 at 10 nm gap. The theoretical Purcell factor FP and the corresponding coupling factor β for 
a Si nanowire with 270 nm diameter are shown in Fig. 4.6b with respect to gap size, where an 
optimally-placed linear vertical dipole at the center of the gap region is assumed in the 
calculation. A tiny gap (below 40 nm) is crucial for observing the emission enhancement effect. 
Simulation of Purcell effect with varying diameter (Fig. 4.6c) at a fixed gap = 10 nm shows 
modal structure of the squeezed photonic modes and confirms that interaction with the 2nd order 
mode is dominant in our experimental configuration. In particular, since the dipole moment of a 
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colloidal QD is randomly oriented in the plane perpendicular to its crystalline c-axis [73], [75], 
we expect to observe experimentally a Purcell enhancement of at most FP/2, under an optimal 
condition where the c-axis of the QD is horizontal. The measured large Purcell factor of 31 for 
QD2 in Fig. 4.5 therefore can correspond to a theoretical value of 62 or higher, at the gap of 9≤1 
nm consistent with actual geometry of the structure. Moreover, the experimentally measured 
emission coupling efficiency of 80% agrees well with the value of 82% from theory and is hardly 
affected by 2D orientation averaging.  

 

Figure 4.6. Theoretical calculation of Purcell effect in squeezed photonic waveguide 

(a) The simulated distribution of the |E|-field of the 1st and 2nd eigenmode, at nanowire 
diameter 150 nm and 270 nm respectively, show strong light confinement in the air gap 
region between the nanowire made of Si and slab made of ZnS. Arrows indicate E-field 
vectors of the cross-sectional components (Ex and Ey). The slab thickness is optimized to 
90 nm for strongest field confinement. Large Purcell factor and near unity coupling factor 
persist over a rather broad range of nanowire radius and optical wavelength. (b) 
Theoretical value of the total Purcell emission enhancement factor FP and corresponding 
emission coupling factor β as a function of gap size. The simulations are performed under 
the experimental conditions:  slab material ZnS (n2 = 2.3), nanowire material Si at 800 
nm (n1 = 3.712 + 0.0085i), the nanowire diameter is 270 nm. The vertically aligned 
dipole is assumed at the middle of the gap. Strong dependence on the gap size is evident, 
meaning a tiny gap is crucial for observing the emission enhancement effect. (c) Modal 
Purcell factor Fm at varying nanowire diameter for a fixed gap of 10 nm, together with its 
corresponding coupling factor, reveals the modal structure and prominent interaction with 
the 2nd guided squeezed photonic mode at the operational diameter (270 nm) in our 
experiment. 
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4.6. Fluorescence intermittence and output photon flux in 

the coupled system 

The experimentally demonstrated all-dielectric sub-wavelength-confined waveguide also 
substantially improves the emission dynamics of the emitter. Strongly suppressed blinking 
behavior and enhanced brightness of the QD is observed when coupled to the waveguide. Fig. 
4.8 shows fluorescence time traces of the QD measured at SPCMs with 100 ms resolution. 
Fluorescence blinking of QDs is associated with carrier trapping at surface defects of the QD 
shell [79], [80]. When coupled, the QD is in the bright state 90% of the time, whereas only 63% 
of the time when uncoupled. The strongly confined waveguide mode accelerates the radiative 
decay of QD which then competes effectively against the non-radiative transition into the dark 
state, thereby suppressing the blinking. This blinking suppression, along with the reduction of 
intensity saturation results in an increase in total fluorescence.  

 

Figure 4.7.  A three-level model of the QD describing its fluorescence intermittence. 
The blinking can be explained as a result of competition between two processes: radiative 
transition from exciton state |2> to ground state |1> and another diffusion-controlled 
transition from the exciton state |2> to a charge-trapped state |3> whereby radiative 
emission from the exciton become quenched by Auger recombination due to the presence 
of the trapped carrier at the surface defects. During the period of bright state emission the 
emission dynamics of the QD can be explained by a simple two-level model. 

    



 

 

 
Figure 4.8.  Observation of blinking suppression of the QD coupled to the squeezed 

photonic mode.  Fluorescence time traces of the QD (left panel) measured at the single 
photon counters with 100 ms resolution with their corresponding histograms of count rate 
(right panel). The blinking behavior of coupled QD1 (bottom 
strongly suppressed compared to the same QD1 when uncoupled (top panel). The QD is 
in the bright state 90% of the time when coupled whereas only 63% of the time when 
uncoupled. This is manifested in a sharp increase in the fraction of bright state emission 
to the dark state emission in the 

Estimation of emission quenching factor from the quantum 

dot bright state emission

The quantum dot can be approximated as a simple two
bright state emission [74], [79].  Overall emission rate of the quantum dot in the bright state is 
equal to k12 * kr/(k12+k21), where k
excitation rate from state 1 to 2, k
(kr) and non-radiative (knr) parts. The overall emission rate can be written as a product of 

.  Observation of blinking suppression of the QD coupled to the squeezed 

Fluorescence time traces of the QD (left panel) measured at the single 
photon counters with 100 ms resolution with their corresponding histograms of count rate 
(right panel). The blinking behavior of coupled QD1 (bottom and middle panel) is 

ressed compared to the same QD1 when uncoupled (top panel). The QD is 
in the bright state 90% of the time when coupled whereas only 63% of the time when 
uncoupled. This is manifested in a sharp increase in the fraction of bright state emission 

state emission in the middle and bottom histogram.  

Estimation of emission quenching factor from the quantum 

dot bright state emission 

The quantum dot can be approximated as a simple two-level system during its on
.  Overall emission rate of the quantum dot in the bright state is 

), where kr is the radiative decay rate of the upper state, k
excitation rate from state 1 to 2, k21 is the transition  rate from state 2 to 1 that includes radiative 

) parts. The overall emission rate can be written as a product of 
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.  Observation of blinking suppression of the QD coupled to the squeezed 

Fluorescence time traces of the QD (left panel) measured at the single 
photon counters with 100 ms resolution with their corresponding histograms of count rate 

panel) is 
ressed compared to the same QD1 when uncoupled (top panel). The QD is 

in the bright state 90% of the time when coupled whereas only 63% of the time when 
uncoupled. This is manifested in a sharp increase in the fraction of bright state emission 

Estimation of emission quenching factor from the quantum 

level system during its on-time or 
.  Overall emission rate of the quantum dot in the bright state is 

is the radiative decay rate of the upper state, k12 is the 
is the transition  rate from state 2 to 1 that includes radiative 

) parts. The overall emission rate can be written as a product of 
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excitation rate k12, emission saturation factor of the bright state k21/(k12+k21) and radiative 
emission factor Fr/(Fr+Fnr). Here Fr is the radiative Purcell emission enhancement factor, Fnr is 
the non-radiative contribution of the Purcell emission enhancement factor FP = Fr+Fnr. This non-
radiative quenching rate is a result of absorption loss of the Si material when the emitter is 
placed in the vicinity of the Si nanowire..   

We analyze the blinking behavior of QD from its intensity time trace where we determine 
the emission rate at the bright state which accounts for the highest 80% of the intensity 
distribution.  When uncoupled, in the bright state the quantum dot emits on average 35 photons 
per ms into the single mode fiber. When coupled, the quantum dot emits about 77 photons per 
ms.  This number corresponds to the emission rate from three spots: the quantum dot position 
and nanowire ends, compensated for the propagation loss. Next, under the same excitation power 
of 45mW, the saturation factor for the coupled and uncoupled QD are equal to 1.05 and 2.8 
respectively.  

Assuming that the excitation rate is not changed after coupling which is reasonable under the 
condition of large-area illumination in our experiment, we obtain the radiative emission factor of 
about 85%. This corresponds to the non-radiative Purcell emission quenching enhancement 
factor of 5 which agrees well with a theoretical estimation of the quenching emission rate for the 
dipole located 4 nm away from the Si surface (n = 3.712 + 0.0085i). 

4.7. Measurement of propagation loss in squeezed photonic 

waveguide 

We characterize propagation characteristics of the waveguide by focusing a linearly-polarized 
800 nm laser to a diffraction-limited spot of 1 um in diameter on one end of the waveguide while 
monitoring transmission along the waveguide about out-coupling at the other end. Optical 
insertion are optimized by scanning the position and polarization orientation of the laser spot 
until maximal output at the other end is achieved. Following this same procedure on several 
waveguide samples of different length, we statistically collect attenuation log(Pout/Pin) in dB vs. 
length of the waveguides ` across the same batch of growth process. Assuming insertion and 
out-coupling factor α, and propagation length LP are similar across the waveguides, this data 
forms approximately linear relationship log(Pout/Pin) =log(α) - L/LP which are fitted to obtain the 
propagation length of 1.5 ± 0.2 µm and insertion and out-coupling efficiency α = 0.28 ± 0.09.  

Similar measurement done on the same batch of Si nanowires spin-cast directly on a glass 
coverslip reveal only marginally longer propagation length of 1.7 µm. This finding implies that 
most of the loss likely arise from the nanowire material but not from the ZnS slab. Improvement 
in nanowire material and growth method, e.g. reduction of defects which acts as non-radiative 
recombination centers and longer wavelength operation within the band gap of the material are 
expected to eliminate propagation loss. 
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Figure 4.9. Propagation length measurement of the squeezed photonic waveguide 

For the specific nanowire that exhibits strong coupling from a single quantum dot in Fig 4.5, the 
attenuation is found to be -7.2  dB across its 2.3 µm length(Fig 4.9, red empty circle), slightly 
less than fitted-average shown in Fig 4.9 above.  

4.8. Estimation of emission coupling factor ββββ    

The apparent radiative coupling factor, È, as presented in section 4.3. is defined as È = �²� +²×�/�²ØL + ²� + ²×� , where ²� and ²× is the emission intensity at the ends of the waveguide and 
IQD is the emission intensity collected at the quantum dot position (i.e. free space emission not 
coupled to the waveguide mode). For the quantum dot (QD2) coupled to the waveguide mode 
shown in Fig. 4.5 an apparent coupling factor of 73% is found. However, the nanowires used 
have a propagation distance of  LP= 1.5 µm, as estimated from measurements in section 4.7, and 
there is a difference in the collection efficiency of the emission at the end of the waveguide and 
at the quantum dot position due to different radiation patterns (Fig. 4.10). When these two 
aspects are taken into account, the coupling factor, β, of the quantum dot to the waveguide mode 
is given by: 

  g = ��qD²�y+°ÙÊp. + �×qD²×y+°ÚÊp.
�ØLqD²ØL + ��qD²�y+°ÙÊp. + �×qD²×y+°ÚÊp. 

 

 

 

4.1.  

Where Û� and Û× are the distances from the quantum dot to end A and B of the waveguide, and � 
is the collection efficiency depending on the radiation pattern with respect to collection optics, 
with subscripts denoting the positions (end A, end B and QD position). For the scattering at the 
end of the nanowire, �� = �× = 31%, and for free space emission of the coupled quantum dot �ØL =  15%. The effect of loss in the waveguide and the higher collection efficiency at the end 
of the waveguide tend to cancel out and the final coupling factor is found according to (4.1) to be 
75%. (Fig. 4.10) 

Simulation based on exact experimental configuration yields an estimate of objective's collection 
efficiency of 31% from out-coupled radiation at an end of the waveguide, an improvement in 
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contrast with merely 15% of free-space radiation from the QD into the substrate side (Fig 4.10). 
While simulation reveals that exact radiation pattern from the ends of the waveguide depends 
precisely on the length of the waveguide and the position of the emitter, the fraction of power 
collected by the objective stays in the range of 28%-36% of total out-coupled radiation over the 
full solid angle. 

  

 

Figure 4.10. Simulated radiation pattern |S|r
2
 of light scattered out from an end of 

the waveguide after emission from the QD is coupled to the squeezed photonic mode 

and propagated along the waveguide. The geometry is in correspondence with 
experimental configuration (lossy Si nanowire  2.3 µm long, φ = 270 nm and ZnS 90 nm 
thick slab). A contour line showing the lobes of radiation is a guide for the eyes. In 
comparison with uncoupled configuration (no nanowire) where the QD radiates into the 
substrate around a grazing angle of about 13º, the coupled QD radiates into substrate 
from its physical position at the same grazing angle but with almost order of magnitude 
less power than the multi-lobe radiation from the ends of the waveguides which points 
more toward the optical axis. Combining this finding with experimental collection angle 
of the NA1.3 oil-immersion objective (θcollect = 60º from optical axis), we obtain an 
increase in collection efficiency of 31% at the end of the waveguide compared to 15% at 
the QD position.   

Effect of dipole orientation on photon collection efficiency  

Optical structures that can accomplish high photon collection efficiency [9] typically 
involve control of radiation pattern so as to match the acceptance angle of the collection optics. 
In addition, Purcell effect of radiation into the dominant mode of collection can boost the 
collection efficiency value although itself is not a pre-requisite for high collection efficiency. 
However, in configurations without Purcell effect such as photonic nanowires[68], [71] and 
planar dielectric antenna[69], an alignment of a linear dipole orientation with respect to the 
optical structure is critical in achieving high collection efficiency such that they are limited to 
emitters such as diamond NV-centers  and self-aligned organic dyes inside a crystalline organic 
matrix. On the other hand, certain quantum emitters of technological importance such as 
colloidal quantum dots--having 2D degenerate dipole, and single atoms or ions--having 3D 
isotropic radiation, will allow respectively the collection efficiency of at most 1/2 or 1/3 of the 
optimal collection efficiency in structures without Purcell effect. For optical structures that 
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incorporate large Purcell enhancement effect Fm into the collected optical mode, averaging of 
dipole orientation yields a more favorable coupling efficiency as the following analysis reveals. 

Suppose the z-dipole orientation has the highest coupling efficiency βz = βmax ~ 1 but no 
Purcell effect (βx , βy << 1 typically), the orientation-averaged coupling efficiency < β > is 
reduced by the averaging dimensionality: 

〈g〉  = �g! + g� + gf� 3⁄  ≈ nY¹��     
On the other hand, if we assume Purcell effect �� ≫ 1 for z-dipole, averaged coupling 

efficiency becomes 

〈g〉  = ��! + �� + �f� 3⁄���±� °,! + ��±� °,� + ��±� °,f� 3⁄  

where �! �� and �f  represents decay rates into the relevant optical mode of a linear dipole 

oriented along the corresponding axes, whereas γtotal,x (γtotal,y and γtotal,z) represents total decay rate 
of the x-(y and z) dipole.  

Since we have assumed the optical mode has dominant z-polarization  γz  = Fm γ0 and  
γtotal,z ~ Fm γ0 + γfree  whereas γtotal,x , γtotal,y  ~  γ0  , and  γx , γy < γ0    

Using g¿ßÀ  = àáâ[àáâ[jâãäåå 

then   

 〈g〉  ≈ �� + 2�� g� !⁄ + 2 =  g� ! + �g� ! − g� !� � 2�� + æ³ 2��µ� 
4.2.  

 

up to the first leading order in the small number  
�»Y   

(4.2) means that for large enough Purcell effect (�� ≫ 2), the coupling efficiency of a freely 

rotating dipole to the desired optical mode approaches that of an optimally-aligned linear dipole g¿ßÀ. The large value of averaged coupling efficiency approaching that of a vertical dipole 

(~77%) is also observed in our experiment despite the two-dimensional averaging effect in 

colloidal quantum dots, i.e. measured �� = 〈��〉 = »p,çX¸�£Ô¹¶� ≈ 31.  

4.9. Summary and outlook 

In conclusion, we demonstrated that high-index-contrast dielectrics can be used to achieve deep 
sub-wavelength field confinement, implementing an all-dielectric waveguide QED system with a 
mode area of 10 nm by 75 nm. The strongly enhanced interaction between the single QD and the 
squeezed photonic mode and its effect on the emission dynamics has been observed 
experimentally with a record high Purcell enhancement factor of 31. The small footprint and 
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broad-band nature of this simple but efficient system suggests a broader use for efficient on-chip 
optical components and networks both at classical and quantum level. 
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Chapter 5 
Hybrid Plasmon Crossbar Cavity: scaling 
of deep sub-wavelength dipole resonator 

Analysis in Chapter 2 and experimental verification in Chapter 3 and 4 have demonstrated that 
deep sub-wavelength confinement in guided photonic structures can enhance optical interactions 
significantly under a broad bandwidth, away from the surface plasmon resonance in metal and 
even in all-dielectric waveguides which have no resonance at all. While strong interaction in a 
one-dimensional continuum possesses several useful implications in quantum optics [19], [39], 
study of two-dimensional slab waveguide geometries in Chapter 2 have also indicated that a 
large degree of enhancement comes mainly from confinement in one gap dimension alone. In 
particular, Fig. 2.5. reminds us that even in a thick slab structure, the total Purcell effect which 
encompasses multiple higher-order transverse modes remain large and that a dipole emitter can 
interact strongly with several modes at the same time.  

For use of these guided structures for gain enhancement in a low-threshold laser, further 
confinement in the other dimensions, namely termination along the length of a one-dimensional 
hybrid plasmon waveguide [47] to form a hybrid plasmon nanowire cavity and termination of the 
two-dimensional plane of a hybrid plasmon slab [81] to create a rectangular hybrid plasmon 
cavity, has been introduced to limit the number of optical modes and provide sufficient feedback 
for optical amplification. While optical gain in the lasing mode is enhanced by the Purcell effect, 
high reflectivity at the nanowire ends in the former case or total internal reflection at the edge of 
the square cavity in the latter case, large free-spectral range (FSR) caused by the small size of the 
device, and large propagation wave-vector, corroborate to allow selection of a few longitudinal 
modes via mode competition while sustaining their ultrafast laser dynamics[47], [81]. The 
threshold of these lasers is therefore lowered [7], [47]. From the point of view of laser 
applications, these lasers are compact and efficient enough even if they are operated at a high-
order longitudinal mode number. 

The interest of this chapter, however, lies in radiation properties and optical confinement in an 
extreme case of the first-order longitudinal mode of a hybrid plasmon cavity, obtained by scaling 
down the lateral size of the hybrid plasmon square cavity to dimension on the order of the 
effective hybrid plasmon wavelength. This resonator, sub-wavelength in all three dimension, has 
a dipole-like mode profile akin to a 	/2-antenna[3] and particle plasmon. Nevertheless, in the 
similar vein as our investigation in the earlier chapters that optical confinement in the gap 
dimension are achieved in a non-resonant way, we explore the benefits of this resonator design 
based on deep sub-wavelength guided modes. 

This chapter begins with discussion on the localized surface plasmon (LSP) excitation in a 
metallic sphere (i.e.particle plasmon) and its radiation behavior, as point of comparison. 
Scattering theory which provides information about localized optical modes and its dissipative 
behavior is explained therein and is used as a framework for analysis of other photonic structures. 
Later, two designs of deep sub-wavelength HPP resonators are explored by theoretical 
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simulation. The results show that these resonators offer a wide tunability of resonant 
wavelengths, possess low absorption cross-section as they operate away from the intrinsic 
surface plasmon resonance and have unprecedentedly small mode volume. In the second design 
where the materials are extended into long strips, radiation from the resonator is out-coupled 
efficiently via the integrated strip waveguide to improve radiative efficiency and peak scattering 
cross-section while still maintaining ultrasmall mode-volume. The final resonator design 
demonstrates versatility as a 3-port device for efficient optical addressing of emitters inside the 
ultra-small cavity region via free-space coupling and transmission along the waveguide.      

5.1. Scattering theory of small metal particle 

5.1.1. Localized surface plasmon mode in the scattering 

spectrum  

The scattering cross-section of a particle defined as scattered power normalized by the incident 
field intensity is given by 

 è�$ = �±©�²�-$ = 5é6 � |w|� 
5.1.  

 

For a particle much smaller than the wavelength, we obtain the Rayleigh scattering limit with the 

quasistatic polarizability of a sphere w induced by an incident electric field ���� given as 

 w = w�© ��q�� ��$ = 113 @ + 2@ − 1 � = 4 �ë� @ − 1@ + 2  5.2.  

  

where ë is the radius of the sphere and � = éì� ë� is the volume of the sphere. 

For metallic particles whose permittivity can be negative, the electrostatic polarizability has a 
pole at @ =  −2. This corresponds to a resonance in the scattering cross-section è�$ whereby a 
localized optical mode of the nanoparticle is excited by the plane wave. Since we are also 
interested in the radiative property, we can simply add a correction term due to radiative 
damping to the above quasi-static approximation. 

The quasi-static electric dipole induced in the small sphere /� = @�w���� radiates an electric field ���H E = ¬ �� 8«éìG[ /�  so that the dipole becomes /� → /� = @�w����� +  ¬ �� 8«éìG[ /��. Therefore we may 

replace the polarizability w in Equation (5.1) by the effective polarizability w��� from /� =@�w������� which includes radiative damping 

 w��� = w1 − ¬ w4� 25�3   5.3.  
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From this simple quasi-static limit, we may conclude the following 

1. The location of the resonance is at the angular frequency �Êc�where @��Êc�� =  −2, 

which follows the relationship �Êc� = Fp√� if one assume the Drude dielectric model of 

metal: @��� = 1 − FpZFZj� FíX (with harmonics yq�F� of the Physics convention), where �� 

is the plasma frequency of the metal, �� is the electron damping constant of the metal, 
and � is angular frequency, all in radian/sec  

2. The shape of the Rayleigh scattering cross-section spectra is related to the imaginary part 
of the pole which comes from two features 
a) Material dispersion or Ohmic loss of the metallic material in the imaginary part of @���   
b) Radiative damping, which is the pure imaginary term in the pole of w��� 

From these aspects, we can deduce that a localized optical mode of the particle appear as a 
resonance in the scattering cross section and one can therefore use this information to study the 
dissipative processes of this mode whether they be via radiative damping or Ohmic loss. On the 
other hand, extinction cross section è�!� = 5 ²v�w� and absorption cross section è r� = è�!� −è�$, while being important measurables in an experiment, are less direct in interpretation of a 
localized optical mode. The rest of this chapter therefore focuses on simulation and analysis of 
scattering cross section of some novel deep sub-wavelength resonators. The width of the 
resonance in the scattering cross-section yields the total quality-factor  of the mode including 
loss due to radiation and material absorption. When the material loss in excluded (²v�@� = 0), 
one simply isolates radiation quality factor of the mode H E from the resulting scattering 
spectrum. Absorption quality-factor  r�can be recovered through the relationship 

 1 = 1H E + 1 r� 
5.4.  

 For a larger particle, retardation effects have to be taken into account and this could be done by 
expansion of the first TM mode in Mie theory to obtain a general expression [82], [83] 

 

 wî�� = 1 − 110 �@ + 1�b� + æ³béµ13 @ + 2@ − 1 − 130 �@ + 10�b� − ¬ 2b�9 + æ³béµ � 

 

5.5.  

b = 5ë is size parameter, ë is the radius of the sphere,  5 is the free space wave vector, and � = éì� ë� is the volume of the sphere. Correction to the quasi-static limit appears in the second 

term in the denominator as the energy shift, while the third term is radiative damping which is 
pure imaginary.    
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5.1.2. Radiation behavior of a small metallic sphere and 

bandwidth limitation of a small antenna. 

 Writing out explicitly the expression for the scattering cross-section (5.1 and 5.4) while 

assuming the Drude metal is lossless (� = 0 and @��� = 1 − FpZFZ ) , one obtains 

 è�$ = 8�3 5éëï �Êc�é
��� − �Êc���� + ��Êc��  2 5�ë�3 �� 

 

5.6.  

This is approximately Lorentzian for frequency � + �Êc� ≈  2�Êc� around the resonance �Êc� = Fp√�  

 è�$ ≈ 8�3 5éëï �Êc��
�� − �Êc��� +  ��Êc�  5�ë�3 �� 

 

5.7.  

with the second term in the denominator equal to the half-width-half-max  ð� = �Êc�  8« «� = F¸X§�Ø  , 

which simply yields a radiation Q-factor H E in the limit of small metallic sphere. 

 H E = 3 2T�5ë�� 
5.8.  

As a result, it is apparent that a small metal nanosphere does not radiate well, and that the 
dissipation of the localized surface plasmon in the quasistatic limit is dominated by Ohmic loss 
in the metal rather than radiation into free space. 

Similarly in microwave antenna theory, it is well-known from the study of electrically small 
antenna (5ë ≪ 1) that the radiation Q-factor of the small resonator has a lower limit [84], [85] 
called the Chu limit which fundamentally restricts the antenna bandwidth. 

 
 H E ≥ 1�5ë�� + 15ë = ó�© 

5.9.  

5 = 2� 	T  is free space wave vector  

ë is the radius of smallest sphere enclosing antenna, namely "Chu radius"  

The principal challenge of designing small antenna (in the regime 5ë < 0.5 or ë < ,D� ) is, 

therefore, to approach this limit as closely as possible. We may then assign the figure of merit of 
the antenna bandwidth compared to this theoretical limit as Chu factor : H E/ó�© ≥ 1. 

The metallic nanosphere with negative permittivity studied above has a Chu factor of 1.5, quite 
close to the Chu limit.  
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5.1.3. Effective mode volume of particle plasmon in the 

quasi-static limit. 

The quasi-static potential of a metallic sphere can be written explicitly by multipole expansion 
into spherical harmonics[4], [86].  

 Φô = õ ëÛ + 1 �� !,° +�ë.° �°�cos (�, � > ë ëÛ + 1 �� !,° +ë�.° �°�cos (�, � ≤ ë ÷      
 

5.10. 

�°�cos (� is Legendre polynomial, where Û denotes Ûth localized surface plasmon mode and �� !,° is the maximal electric field just outside the sphere at � = ë and ( = 0. The surface 

charge density related to the normal component of electric field is then Ö°�(� = �2Û + 1��Û +1�@��� !,°�°�cos (�. The dipole mode is marked by Û = 1. The effective mode volume is found 

through the energy of the mode as an integral over the surface of the sphere. 

 ø° = 12 ù ΦôÖ° C�� = 12 @��� !,°� ����,°  5.11. 

This eventually gives the effective mode volume of particle plasmon in the quasi-static limit[86] 

 ����,° = 4�ë��Û + 1�� 
5.12. 

For the electric dipole mode Û = 1, the mode volume is 3/4 of the physical volume of the sphere.   
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Figure 5.1. Normalized scattering spectra of Ag nanoparticle of radius ë =  `/2 =10-
50 nm , calculated from Mie theory. (Dielectric permittivity of Ag are assumed to be 

according to the Drude model @��� = 1 − FpZFZj� FíX  with �] = 1.4 × 10Dï �ëC/ú and �� = 1.2 × 10Dé �ëC/ú). The scattering cross-section è�$/ ìÊZé   (thick black line) and the 

absorption cross-section è r�/ ìÊZé  (red, dashed), all normalized to the physical cross-

section are shown together with respect to free-space frequency. Each spectrum displays 
a resonance peak characteristic of the particle plasmon which asymtotically approaches 

the quasi-static value of �Êc� = Fp√� = 1286 ûJü as the nanosphere shrinks in size. The 

resonance of larger nanoparticles are red-shifted from the quasi-static limit due to the 
retardation effect. The value of normalized peak scattering cross-section, which is larger 
than unity suggesting efficient scattering by the nanosphere, decreases with smaller 
particle size just about the same point as absorption cross-section begins to dominate in 
the extinction spectrum (at ` =  30 
v) This is a result of particle plasmon resonance 
moving closer to plasma frequency where the Ohmic loss of metal is high.       

5.2. Hybrid plasmon polariton (HPP) deep sub-wavelength 

resonators 

The advantage of a hybrid plasmon mode in terms of its long propagation length together with 
extreme confinement have been explored in recent works to make nanolasers and 2D square 
lasers[47], [81]. Together with the extreme concentration which enhance the gain and optical 
interaction with active materials in the these laser cavities, these studies focus on efficient 
feedback mechanism of the higher-order longitudinal modes for efficient reflection lasing action. 
Also more recent studies began to look at extending the metallic and dielectric material to form a 
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strip waveguide architecture (a crossbar) which still supports cavity mode, thanks to high 
reflection at the end facets due to sufficient impedance mismatch of the HPP guided mode to free 
space[47], [81], but with significant out-coupling into the waveguides.  

 An interesting question arises as one tries to scale the other two dimensions of the cavity further 
down to a single mode regime where quantum electrodynamics (QED) play an important role 
and the behavior of interactions is governed dominantly by the extreme deep-subwavelength 
mode volume which may enable QED effects to occur in the presence of an active material.  

 

Figure 5.2. Deep sub-wavelength dipole resonators studied.  (Left) A hybrid plasmon 
crossbar is made of a long plasmonic metal strip, in this case silver (Ag), and another 
long strip of high index dielectric material CdS (index = 2.3), both of thickness t = 7.5 -
15 nm, separated by a low refractive index gap made of MgF2 (index = 1.38) of gap 
thickness g = 5 nm. In a scattering simulation, an x-polarized plane wave of wave vector k = þ�  is incident from the top which specifically excites the fundamental dipole mode of 

the crossbar to be explained in next figure. The physical cross-section in this scattering 
configuration is marked by the dotted square of area ` × `, where ` is the width of the 
strips in the range of 20-100 nm. While the field of the fundamental mode is localized in 
the overlapping gap region, significant amount of propagation is supported by the 
waveguided mode along the Ag strip. (Right) A hybrid plasmon disk is the closed cavity 
version of a two-dimensional hybrid plasmon guided mode. An equivalent HPP disk 
structure has a similar geometry and scattering configuration as the corresponding 
crossbar. However, the physical cross-section (shown as dashed circle) occupies an area 

of 
ìÊZé .    
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Figure 5.3. Fundamental modes of the HPP crossbar from lowest to highest resonant 

energy (left to right). Since the hybrid plasmon (HPP) two-dimensional guided mode 
confined in the gap region has dominant E-field polarization along vertical direction, the 
fundamental dipole modes possess similar feature and can be distinguished from each 
other by the node in the Ez-field profile. |Ez|-field distribution (as density plot) and E-field 
vector (red arrows) are shown in the plot. The lowest dipole mode which is of utmost 
interest has a node in Ez (represented by dashed line) along the y-axis (midline of Ag 
strip) with non-zero Ex along the node, maximal electric field near the edge of Ag strip in 
the gap region, and more propagated power along the Ag-strip than along CdS-strip. 
From the E-field distribution, this mode is reminiscent of a metallic dipole antenna along 
the width of the Ag strip (x-direction) but with field confinement in the gap due to HPP 
mode. The second dipole mode has no node in Ez and most of electric field along the z-
direction so that the field distribution is reminiscent of a patch antenna which has a 
magnetic-dipole-like radiation pattern. Due to polarization mismatch to the possible 
guided optical mode in the strips, the field radiates mostly spherically into free space 
instead of propagating along the waveguides. The third mode has a node in Ez along the 
x-axis (midline of CdS strip) with non-zero Ey along the node, but the |E|-field is 
concentrated near the 4 corners of the overlapping gap region.   

5.3. Fundamental dipole modes of sub-λλλλ resonators 

Since the hybrid plasmon polariton (HPP) two-dimensional guided mode confined in the gap 
region has dominant E-field polarization along vertical z-axis, the fundamental dipole modes 
possess a similar feature and can be distinguished from each other by the node in the Ez-field 
profile. Termination of the HPP slab waveguide in two dimension to form an HPP disk results in 
two fundamental dipole modes. a) the dipole mode polarized along vertical z-axis with more or 
less uniform Ez in the gap region. b) doubly degenerate dipole modes polarized in the horizontal 
xy-plane with a line of node in Ez. The first mode is reminiscent of a micropatch antenna in the 
microwave/RF frequencies[87], [88]. The second mode is doubly degenerate with maximal 
electric field at the edge of the disk. This mode radiates better to free-space.   
On the other hand, extending CdS and Ag materials to form long overlapping strips as in an HPP 
crossbar breaks the radial symmetry of the disk and of the z-polarized dipole mode. Symmetry 
breaking also splits the degeneracy of the in-plane electric dipole mode. Eigenmode solutions 
based on finite-element method yields the mode profiles as shown in Figure 5.3. The lowest 
dipole mode (Figure 5.3a) which is of utmost interest has a node in Ez along the y-axis (midline 
of Ag strip) with non-zero Ex along the node, maximal electric field near the edge of Ag strip in 
the gap region, and more propagated power along the Ag-strip than along CdS-strip. From the 
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electric field distribution, this mode is reminiscent of a metallic dipole antenna along the width 
of the Ag strip (x-direction) but with field confinement pulled into the gap due to HPP mode. 
The second dipole mode (Fig 5.3b) has no node in Ez and most of electric field along the z-
direction so that the field distribution is reminiscent of a patch antenna which has a magnetic-
dipole-like radiation pattern. Due to polarization mismatch to the possible guided optical mode in 
the strips, the field radiates mostly spherically into free space instead of propagating along the 
waveguides. The third mode (Fig 5.3c) has a node in Ez along the x-axis (midline of CdS strip) 
with non-zero Ey along the node, but the |E|-field is concentrated near the 4 corners of the 
overlapping gap region.   

5.4. Scattering spectra and scaling of sub-λλλλ dipole resonators 

To study the radiation behavior and effective volume of the dipole modes. Scattering spectra of 
these deep-subwavelength resonators are simulated using scattered field formulation in the finite-
element method simulation package COMSOL. In the simulation, an x-polarized plane wave is 
incident of the HPP crossbar and HPP disk from the top and traveling in -z direction. By 
symmetry, this plane wave can only exclusively excite the first dipole mode polarized along x-
axis (along the width of the Ag-strip) as the other modes does not contain electric field along x. 
Moreover, the x-polarized dipole mode radiate to free-space better than the other dipoles. 
Considering this symmetry, the simulation domain is further reduced to one quarter of the full 
domain by setting the yz-plane as perfect electric conducting boundary and xz-plane as perfect 
magnetic conducting boundary to reduce memory usage and speed up the computation. A 
perfectly matched layer (PML) was used in the outermost domain of simulation to eliminate 
reflection of scattered wave by the outer boundary. Very fine mesh of 1 nm maximum size in the 
gap and a growth rate of 1.05 is used to ensure accuracy of the simulation. The FEM simulation 
is tested with Ag nanosphere against the analytical Mie theory and is found to produce accurate 
results.  

The scattering simulation is employed for geometrical parameters: 4 = 5 nm, � = 10 nm, and ` = 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 nm together with the Drude model permittivity of Ag 
where �] = 1.4 × 10Dï �ëC/ú and �� = 1.2 × 10Dé �ëC/ú, to produce electromagnetic near-
fields scattered by the resonators. The scattered near-field reproduces the x-polarized dipole 
mode. The scattering cross-section is calculated by integrating the power flux of the scattered 

field 
D� xy +����$���� × J���∗�$����. normal to the outer boundary. Absorption cross-section is also 

calculated directly by integrating the resistive heating power in the metallic medium. The 
scattering spectra of HPP crossbar (blue thick line) and HPP disk (brown, thin line) of varying 
lateral dimension but same thickness t = 10 nm are shown in Fig. 5.4a. The case where Ohmic 
loss in Ag is excluded is also shown in Figure 5.4b. 

In comparison to the scattering spectra of Ag nanospheres of small radius ë =  `/2 in Figure 5.1, 

the resonances of the HPP disks and HPP crossbars are red-shifted away from the localized 

surface plasmon resonance 
Fp√� , and therefore allow tuning of the resonance so that they are 

spaced evenly with varying lateral size (Figure 5.5). Small Ag nanospheres on the other hand, 

have resonances that asymptotically approach the quasi-static limit of particle plasmon and the 
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wavelength tuning available is by introducing retardation effect via larger particle or changing 

the shape of the particle.       

Another consequence of the overall red-shift in sub-wavelength resonators is that as these 
resonators operate far below the plasma frequency, the absorption cross-section becomes 
relatively small and tends to be less than the scattering cross-section. This effect is particularly 
dramatic in HPP crossbar resonator. What this means is that the antenna scattering efficiency, as 

defined by È�$ �� = ó§Ô�ó§Ôjó¹i§� improves. In small Ag-nanospheres, on the other hand, the 

extinction spectra are dominated by absorption. 

Tunability of the first-order dipole mode arises from gradual modal dispersion. Resonance of the 
resonator may be described approximately by the resonance condition g���` + � = v� where v = 1 signifies the first dipole mode, and g����4, �; �� are propagation wave vector of the 
hybrid plasmon mode and ��4, �; �� is the positive phase pickup �0 ≤ � ≤ �� upon reflection at 
the edge of the cavity[89], [90]. These two are dependent on cross-section geometry of the 
waveguide (in this case, thickness � and gap 4), and � also depends on the specific nature of the 
termination and eventually on the lateral size ` as well, as a result of radiative damping [91]. As 
in our simulation we fix the cross-section while vary the lateral size. The resonance condition 

may therefore be rewritten as  +D� − ��,��ì . + D-Y·ºX�,�. 	 ≈ `. The mode index 
�±E� = n�pp8   
increases at shorter wavelength and according to Ref. [90], the reflection phase � tends to grow 
at shorter wavelength as well, as a result of the increasing ratio of stored electric energy to 
magnetic energy and its subsequent excitation of evanescent modes in the free-space region at 
higher frequency. These two effects work in opposite directions to keep the first two brackets 
approximate constant, and therefore allows the resonant wavelength to scale with lateral size.    
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Figure 5.4. Normalized scattering spectra of HPP crossbar ���/	
 (thick blue line) 
and HPP disk resonators ���/ �	


�
 (thin brown line) (a) including Ohmic loss in metal 

(²v�@� > 0). and (b) neglecting loss in metal (²v�@� = 0). The results are shown for 
geometrical parameters: 4 = 5 nm, � = 10 nm, and ` = 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 
55 nm. In comparison to the scattering spectra of Ag nanospheres of small radius ë =  `/2, the resonances of the HPP disks and HPP crossbars are red-shifted away from 

the localized surface plasmon resonance 
Fp√� . This allows tuning of the resonance so that 

they are spaced evenly with varying lateral size `, rather than narrowly approaching the 
LSP resonance as in the case of Ag nanoparticle.  
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Longer operation wavelength albeit the same physical size also means that the deep sub-

wavelength resonators are important technologically as a candidate for ultra-compact, 

electrically-small antenna with the promise for high packing density. Figure 5.6 plots the size 

parameter 5`/2, which is a ratio of lateral size to operation wavelength, against the physical size ` of Ag nanospheres (empty circles), HPP disks (solid circles) and HPP crossbar resonators 

(solid diamond). The resonant wavelength and hence the size parameter of the HPP crossbar 

remains unchanged from the corresponding disk cavity design, suggesting that extending the 

materials to form strips does not significantly perturb the location of resonance. However, the 

size parameter of the deep sub-wavelength resonators is overall much smaller than that of 

nanosphere of the same physical size.  

5.5. Ultra-small mode volume of sub-λλλλ resonators 

Field confinement in the gap region of the deep sub-λ resonators yields an effective mode 

volume on the order of the volume of the gap region. Effective mode volume can be calculated 

directly from simulated scattered field using formula ���� = V WXY�H��E«H�G[G�|\��|ZY¹�� where B�� is the 

electromagnetic energy density of the mode (in this case, from the scattered field profile) and ��� 

in the denominator is evaluated at the maximal electric field, in this case taken to be at position �b, }� = �0.95 Ê� , 0� or 5% from the edge of the Ag-strip where the field is optimal. The results 

from calculations are shown in Fig. 5.7 The mode volume of HPP disks (brown circles) is 

smaller than the gap volume by about a factor of 1/10. Integrating strip waveguides to form HPP 

crossbars (blue diamond) raises the mode volume to about as much as the physical volume, as 

more evanescent coupling spread the fields into the strip region. (b) When normalized to cubic 

wavelength, the effective mode volume of the HPP crossbars is in the range of  0.0001 to 0.0002. 
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Figure 5.5: Tunability of deep sub-λλλλ resonators. Resonant frequency with respect to 
lateral dimension ` (in nm) of HPP disks (brown circles), HPP crossbars (blue diamond) 
and Ag nanoparticle.While the resonance of Ag nanosphere asymptotically approach 
localized surface plasmon resonance, the sub-λ resonator resonance are well separated 
and red-shifted away from the resonance.    

 

 
Figure 5.6. The HPP disk and HPP crossbar as electrically small resonators. 
Physical size ` in nm vs. size parameter 5`/2 of Ag nanospheres (empty circles), HPP 
disks (solid brown circles) and HPP crossbar resonators (solid blue diamond).  The 
resonant wavelength and the size parameter of the crossbar changes a little from the 
corresponding disk cavity design. However, the size parameter is smaller than that of 
nanosphere of the same physical size. This indicates that at a given operation wavelength, 
the deep sub-wavelength resonators are more compact than an equivalent Ag 
nanoparticle. The sub-λ resonator are electrically small with size parameter in the range 
of 0.2-0.4.     
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Figure 5.7. Effective mode volume of sub-λλλλ resonators. Thin, dashed line shows the 
physical volume of the gap region. (a) The mode volume of HPP disks (brown circles) is 
smaller than the gap volume by about a factor of 1/10. Integrating strip waveguides to 
form HPP crossbars (blue diamond) raises the mode volume to about as much as the 
physical volume, as more evanescent coupling spread the fields into the strip region. (b) 
The effective mode volume of the HPP crossbars is in the range of  0.0001 to 0.0002 
cubic wavelength  
 

5.6. Quality factor and radiation behavior of sub-λλλλ 

resonators 

The quality factor  are extracted from the simulated scattering spectra. The results for HPP disk 
resonators (brown circles), and HPP crossbars (blue diamond) both of thickness t = 10 nm, and 
gap g = 5 nm are shown in figure 5.8a, together with results from Ag nanoparticle. In addition, 
the quality factor of HPP crossbars with thickness t = 15 nm and gap g = 5 nm (yellow), and with 
thickness t = 7.5 nm and gap g = 2.5 (red) are also included here.    

Radiation Q-factor H E are likewise obtained for these structures when excluding Ohmic loss of 
the metal and shown in figure 5.8b. Although a closed cavity made of a deep sub-λ waveguide 
such as an HPP disk supports ultra-small mode volume which enhances optical interaction, its 
radiation is rather poor (H E significantly higher than that of a simple Ag nanosphere), as a 
result of impedance mismatch of the HPP mode to free-space. On the other hand,  is 
comparable to that of Ag nanoparticle. This means that there is a larger fraction of dissipation 
that goes into resistive heating in metal in the HPP disk. 

HPP crossbars with integrated strip waveguides, however, reveals a dramatic decrease of H E to 
a level comparable to Ag nanoparticles. As the scattered fields show, a significant fraction of 
radiated power goes into propagating wave along the Ag strip. Table 5.1. shows the ratio of 
radiated power flux through the cross-section of the Ag-strip waveguide to the total radiated 
power for HPP crossbar with geometry t = 15 nm, and g = 5 nm. As the overlapping area of the 
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HPP crossbar shrinks, the fraction of radiation into the waveguide grows to approach 21%. This 
results confirm that the crossbar design recovers poor free-space radiation that the HPP disk 
suffers when its lateral dimension shrinks. This benefit is enabled by the virtue of mode area 
scaling in Ag-strip waveguide. The guided mode along Ag does not cut off as one reduces the 
width of the strip and increase in propagation loss is low enough to maintain the amount of 
guided power.           

Table 5.1. Fraction of out-coupling into the Ag-strip waveguide for HPP crossbars with 

geometry t = 15 nm, and g = 5 nm 

Lateral size (`)  40 nm  50 nm  60 nm  70 nm  80 nm  90 nm  100 nm  g�OqW =�O©�E�  0.21  0.21  0.21  0.20  0.16  0.10  0.07  

 

In Figure 5.9, we re-plot H E with respect to 5ëó�©, where ëó�© is the smallest radius of the 
sphere that can enclose the antenna, in order to map these sub-λ resonators to the Chu theoretical 
limit. It turns out that the Chu factor for the HPP crossbars is advantageous over the HPP disks 
and appears close to value 1.5 of the Ag nanophere, but still cannot beat it. 

Finally, we calculate the radiative efficiency  /H E of these resonators and plot it in figure 
5.10. For value less than 0.5, resistive heating dominates dissipation of the mode. The quality 
factor of HPP crossbars with gap g = 5 nm is still radiation-limited whereas for HPP disks, they 
are absorption-limited.   

5.7. Large Purcell effect in the deep sub-λλλλ resonators.  

Purcell factor inside the HPP disk(brown circles) and HPP crossbar (blue diamonds) resonators, 

estimated from �� = �éìZ +,-.� Ø
X�� using obtained value of the quality-factor  and mode volume ���� are shown in Fig 5.10. Even if efficient out-coupling to waveguide in the HPP crossbars 

lowers  the , their mode volume ���� remains deep sub-λ on the order of the gap volume. The 

resulting Purcell enhancement factor is in the range of 1000-5000 for simulated geometries 

(thickness t = 10 nm and gap = 5 nm). 
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Figure 5.8. Quality factor and Radiation efficiency (a) Total Q-factor  is obtained 
from scattering spectra of the fundamental dipole mode, where realistic Ohmic loss of 
metal is included, are calculated for different structures (Ag nanosphere = empty circles, 
HPP disk = solid circles, HPP crossbar = solid diamonds). (b). Radiative Q-factor H E as 
obtained from scattering spectra where the metal is assumed lossless. While achieving 
tiny mode volume, the deep sub-wavelength HPP disk radiates poorly compared to the 
benchmark Ag nanosphere. However, when extending the materials to strip waveguides 
as in the HPP crossbar, H E drops significantly, showing that radiation is recovered, 
mainly through out-coupling into the Ag strip waveguide as detailed analysis of the 
radiation pattern reveals.         
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Figure 5.9. ���� with respect to �����, where ëó�© is the smallest radius of the sphere 
that can enclose the antenna. It turns out that the Chu factor for the HPP crossbars is 
advantageous over the HPP disks and appears close to value 1.5 of the Ag nanophere, but 
still cannot beat it. The reason could be that the HPP dipole mode is less spherical in 
shape and therefore the value of the antenna inductance is sub-optimal unless it were to 
distribute itself uniformly throughout a sphere of radius ëó�© [92–94]. 

 

Figure 5.10. Radiative efficiency  �/���� of sub-λλλλ resonators. (Ag nanosphere = 
empty circles, HPP disk = solid circles, HPP crossbar = solid diamonds).  For value less 
than 0.5, resistive heating dominates dissipation of the mode. The quality factor of HPP 
crossbars with gap 4 = 5 nm is still radiation-limited whereas for HPP disks, they are 
absorption-limited.   
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Figure 5.12. Purcell factor inside the HPP disk (brown circles) and HPP crossbar 

(blue diamonds) resonators, estimated from �� = �éìZ +,-.� Ø
X�� using simulated value of 

the quality-factor  and mode volume ����, where 
 = 1.38.  Efficient out-coupling to 
waveguide in the HPP crossbars lowers  but their mode volume ���� remains deep sub-

λ even in the presence of evanescent coupling to the Ag-strip and subsequent propagation. 
The resulting Purcell factor is in the range of 1000-5000 for simulated geometries 
(thickness t = 10 nm and gap = 5 nm). 

5.8. Summary and Outlook 

In this chapter, we studied a family of deep sub-λ dipole resonators based on the hybrid plasmon 
(HPP) mode.  Their scattering spectra shows that they are electrically small resonators with 
resonance that are red-shifted from particle plasmon of comparable size and can be tuned over a 
much wider range of frequencies. However, for the HPP disks which are closed resonators, 
coupling to free-space radiation is less efficient than a particle plasmon and hence radiative 
efficiency drops, as a result of impedance mismatch of the HPP mode to free-space. Improved 
bandwidth is, nevertheless, recovered in HPP crossbars which are extended resonators by virtue 
of out-coupling to guided mode in the Ag strip. All these deep sub-λ resonators have ultrasmall 
mode volume on the order of 1 × 10qé − 2 × 10qé cubic wavelength and hold promise for 
three-port devices that can be used to address optical emitters inside the ultra-small cavity region 
via free-space coupling and via transmission through the cavity along the strip waveguide. 
Efficiency and speed of the device is aided by Purcell enhancement in the weak-coupling regime 
and the fact that its scattering cross-section is still considerably larger than its physical size. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Prospects 

We started this dissertation by deriving the conditions for an optical 1D and 2D continuum to 

enhance dipole radiation, namely slow guided wave and sub-wavelength field confinement. We 

analyzed the way in which an electric dipole emitter near a metal surface can emit rapidly into a 

surface guided mode (surface plasmon polariton) on a metal surface but this effect occurs 

strongly only at frequency near the surface plasmon resonance. We focused on the hybrid 

plasmon (HPP) geometry which non-resonantly enhances dipole radiation by virtue of 

geometrically tunable confinement in its low permittivity gap region. Hybridization of the 

dielectric slab mode in the high permittivity slab with the surface plasmon allows such degree of 

tunable confinement with little compromise in propagation loss. The multimodal nature of 

dissipation of the dipole emitter in HPP geometry is discussed, including the role of non-

radiative quenching due to Ohmic loss of the metal. A related design using high permittivity 

contrast dielectric (dielectric slot waveguide) are also presented as an alternative.  

We extended our theoretical study of Purcell enhancement to numerical simulation of 1D 

waveguides and more general structures. Using spontaneous emission of dye molecule ensemble 

as probe of confinement, an experiment on HPP waveguide made of a high index ZnO nanowire 

on Ag surface shows that almost 75% of molecular emission can be coupled to the deep sub-

wavelength guided mode. In addition, the contribution of metal quenching are verified 

quantitatively using a control measurement which compares consistently with the developed 

theory and additional fluorescence intensity data. Furthermore, brightness enhancement up to 6-

fold implies that good photon extraction efficiency can be achieved due to low propagation loss 

over at least 5 Iv along the length of the waveguide.  

To study optical interaction at the single emitter-single photon level, the technical difficulty of 

overlapping a single emitter to the confined mode poses a tremendous challenge. In addition, the 

limitation in quenching loss and out-coupling of emitted photons in the hybrid plasmon (HPP) 

waveguide led us to instead implement an all-dielectric waveguide integrated with mechanical 

manipulation. Strongly enhanced interaction between a single quantum dot and the squeezed 

photonic waveguide and its effect on the emission dynamics is observed experimentally with a 

record high Purcell enhancement factor of 31. Unambiguous measurements on the same quantum 

dot before and after coupling to the waveguide reveal that enhanced emission dynamics of the 

quantum dot in the coupled system reduces its fluorescence intermittence and improves its 

saturation behavior while preserving the purity of its single photon state emission. 

In the final part of the dissertation, we switched gears to explore downscaling of dipole 

resonators based on termination of a two-dimensional HPP guided mode. Simulated scattering 

spectra shows that they are electrically small resonators with resonance red-shifted from particle 
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plasmon of comparable size and tunable over a wider range of frequencies. Efficiency and speed 

of the device is aided by the Purcell enhancement due to their ultrasmall mode volume on the 

order of 1 × 10qé − 2 × 10qé cubic wavelength. While dissipation in a HPP disk resonator is 

absorption-limited and couples poorly to propagating waves due to the large impedance 

mismatch between the HPP mode and free-space radiation; HPP crossbars, however, can recover 

the radiative bandwidth by virtue of out-coupling to guided mode in the Ag strip. The HPP 

crossbar holds promise as a three-port device that can be used to address optical emitters inside 

its ultra-small cavity region via free-space coupling and via transmission through the cavity 

along the integrated strip waveguide. Moreover, the ultra-compact footprint of the design holds 

the prospects of integrating several devices to create a high-density platform on a chip which 

simultaneously circumvents the propagation loss limitation of plasmonics. The next step in this 

research direction is to fabricate resonators based on this concept and characterize them 

experimentally. It is also of our interest to integrate individual emitters inside these resonators to 

study their optical interaction with the waveguided field and the radiation field.      

The strong optical interaction between a single emitter and its single photon emission observed 

in Chapter 4 has several implications including few-photon nonlinearity[39] and multiple photon 

scattering[18], [19], [95] which have recently been proposed in the literature and pave the way 

for quantum information processing applications[20]. One possible research in this direction is to 

couple a coherent or a single photon source into one end of the waveguide that is loaded with an 

emitter and study resonance fluorescence and single-photon scattering (or transmission) behavior 

as a result of interference between the incident field and the emitted field, at the opposite 

terminal. Another future direction is to incorporate a three-level system emitter which can serves 

as a qubit driven by a control beam. Photon statistics of an incident beam interacting with 

multiple emitters along the same waveguide should also exhibit interesting correlations. During 

the course of our experiment, we coupled two quantum dots to the same waveguide and observed 

a drastic increase in blinking correlations between the two quantum dots.        

It is my hope that this dissertation will contribute to the efforts to further research on emitter 

interaction with sub-wavelength optical systems. I am looking forward to learning new 

knowledge about the subject and would be more than thrilled to see the concept being put forth 

into useful technology in the future. 

 

          Berkeley, CA 

July 2012 
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Appendix A 

General recursive formula for the reflectivity of a stacked 

multilayer by transmission line method 

From transmission line theory, we may consider each dielectric layer as a transmission line 
which is characterized by its characteristic impedance È and reflection coefficient � to obtain the 

overall reflection response ΓD = \��\�� and overall impedance response �D recursively. 

 

Propagation in each medium and the matching condition interface gives rise to a recursion 
formula for Z and Γ   

a) Propagation condition in �th layer  

�   =  È   P� jD − ¬ È   �ë
 � È  − ¬ � jD �ë
 �   S 

Γ� = Γ�jDy���¢  

The phase-shift �  = g Û  is due to propagation across layer � of thickness Û  where È is 
characteristic impedance and g  = 5f,  = � 5 is propagation constant of each transmission line 
(or across dielectric layer �).   

b) The matching conditions at an interface. Primed denotes the right domain whereas unprimed, 
left domain. 

� = �' 

Γ = � + Γ′1 + � Γ′ 
The elementary reflection coefficients �  from the left of each interface are defined in terms of 
characteristic impedances across this interface according to the Fresnel formula 
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�  = È  − È qDÈ  + È qD 

where È  = �¢G¢ for TM-wave and È  = D�¢ = 88¡,¢ for TE wave are impedance of each layer 

depending on polarization and angle from normal. 

Combining these matching conditions, we obtain the recursion formula for the reflection 
response 

Γ� = H¢jð����Z£ ¢DjH¢ð����Z£ ¢,  initialized by Γ!jD = �îjD 

The final reflection response of a stacked multilayer ΓD can then be evaluated and plugged in  �� 
and �r in the expression for Purcell effect calculation in section 2.2. 
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Appendix B 

Preparation of Silicon nanowires 

The Si nanowires used in the experiment were grown following the procedure in Ref [38], by the 
vapor-liquid-solid method on a (111) oriented silicon wafer with a resistivity of 0.010-0.02 ohm-
cm. The wafer was cleaned using the conventional RCA process (a recipe developed by the RCA 
company), followed by native oxide removal with a 6:1 buffered oxide etchant (from J.T. Baker) 
for 15 seconds and rinsing in deionized water. Within 3 minutes, the wafer was loaded into an 
electron beam evaporator chamber. The chamber was pumped down to 1×10-6 Torr. First, a 30 Å 
gold film was deposited by electron beam evaporation, followed by synthesis of silicon 
nanowires in a cold wall infrared lamp-heated chemical vapor deposition chamber (Easy tube 
3000TM) at a temperature of 680°C. 15 sccm (standard cubic centimeter) of SiH4 and 400 sccm of 
H2 were provided as a silicon gas source and a carrier gas, respectively.Pure HCl gas of 10 sccm 
was also incorporated, which improves the uniformity of nanowire diameter and prevents 
diffusion of gold tips from the top of the nanowires. The chamber pressure was maintained at 7 
Torr using a mechanical rotary pump. The growth rate of the nanowire under these conditions 
was about 5 µm/hr and average diameter of NWs was about 270 nm. In order to remove gold tips 
and gold particles, silicon nanowires were soaked in a commercial gold etchant (TFA) for 5 
minutes, and then rinsed with deionized water. 

 

 




